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PrefacePrefacePrefacePrefacePreface

The most significant challenge facing the New Zealand infrastructure industry is how to raise

productivity whilst containing costs. This challenge has proved particularly problematic for

small and medium-sized companies (SMEs) that may be unable to reap the benefits of bulk

purchasing and supply chain arrangements.

As the Industry Training Organisation for civil infrastructure, InfraTrain considers it an essen-

tial part of its role to help SMEs and the wider industry to raise productivity. Having success-

fully applied for funding from the Tertiary Education Commission, we developed a two-stage

project that would (a) find the drivers of SME productivity and (b) develop materials to help

SMEs raise their productivity.

We engaged the New Zealand Centre for Advanced Engineering (CAENZ) who already had a long history of significant

and innovative research in the broad field of New Zealand construction.

I am delighted to present this report, which marks the completion of the first stage of the project. It summarises the

process and conclusions of the CAENZ research, and it also includes a Competency Framework that lists and prioritises

the competencies that employees need in order to achieve productivity gains for their organisation. The Competency

Framework also forms the basis of the second stage of the project, which will see InfraTrain and partners working to

develop practical materials and methods to help infrastructure SMEs meet the productivity challenge.

I hope you enjoying reading this report. If you have any questions or feedback on the content, please contact me or my

colleagues at InfraTrain.

Dr Claire Cohen

Business Development Manager

InfraTrain NZ

Level 12

40 Mercer Street

PO Box 2759

Wellington 6140

New Zealand

Phone 04 499 9144

Fax 04 499 9145
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The Productivity Challenge
The aim of this study is to understand and identify the

barriers to labour1 productivity gains in small and me-

dium enterprises (SMEs)2 in the New Zealand horizontal

infrastructure construction sector. For ease of reading

we will from here forward refer to the horizontal infra-

structure construction as simply infrastructure.

A recent Treasury report3 highlighted as a priority the

need to improve New Zealand’s comparatively low pro-

ductivity. Construction generally accounts for approxi-

mately 10% of GNP, yet in common with many countries

growth in construction productivity lags other industrial

sectors, making it particularly important to target for

improvement, see Figure 1 below.

SMEs are key drivers of economic growth, employment

and performance. This is especially true in construction

where close to 99% of all companies are SME; they

employ over 80% of all the workers in construction and

contribute over 2/3rd of the industry turnover.

Trend analysis shows that the productivity overall of SMEs

in the US and the EU has been reducing since 1964 and

that labour productivity reduces with the size of firm.

Yet the construction industry in New Zealand is domi-

nated by small businesses. SME infrastructure construc-

tion productivity improvement would result in better

affordability of projects for clients, higher profitability

and increased earnings, in the long-run and more se-

cure jobs for those involved in the industry.

Improving productivity is therefore a major concern for

New Zealand, the construction industry and any profit-

able organisation, representing the effective and effi-

cient conversion of resources into marketable products

and services. Considerable effort has been directed to

understanding the productivity issue in construction in

New Zealand and overseas, yet real sustainable improve-

ments seem elusive. Much previous research has been

aimed at large construction organisations and has tended

to focus on isolated snapshots of part of the problem.

This study4 is different: it adopts a ‘systems thinking’

perspective that takes account of the diverse views and

knowledge across the sector, using a soft systems meth-

odology5. Productivity is a multi-faceted issue and there

is no single magic bullet for improving productivity.

A more holistic understanding of what affects SME pro-

ductivity and how this can be leveraged to drive supe-

rior results and world-class performance has been de-

veloped and is presented below. It requires multiple

approaches that are consistently applied at many levels

in the industry, as envisaged by the productivity model

in Figure 2. One off attempts to fix the problem simply

will not work. There needs to be a long-term commit-

ment to the issue so the new practices are embedded in

the way people work.

The frameworks presented in this report are intended to

enable a shared understanding of the hierarchy and in-

Figure 1: Labour productivity in general economy and construction compared (1997-2008)
After Davis N., (2009) Construction sector labour productivity scoping report.
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1 Please note we are not looking directly at capital investment or
innovation/R&D, even though they are important and have
connections to labour productivity.

2 An SME business is defined as, < 250 employees, a Small Business,
<50 employees and Micro as <10 employees They can also be
defined based on turnover and balance sheet, but size is used in
this report.

3 Putting Productivity First, ( 2008), New Zealand Treasury,
Productivity Paper 08/01.

4 A broad literature review of international best practice augmented
the local research data that was gathered from an extensive set of
interviews. The interviews were transcribed and analysed using a
triangulation of techniques: Content analysis, Concept mapping and
Grounded theory. These research techniques were utilised and
combined to uncover an array of interdependent issues
surrounding productivity barriers and potential. For the full report,
see www.caenz.com.

5 Soft systems methodology is essentially a 7-stage action learning
cycle. Its use enables interventions in complex social situations
with diverse stakeholders. See Checkland (2007) for further details.
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terplay of these issues and to guide intervention deci-

sions, at whatever level. Training initiatives are also pro-

posed based on the priority of needs of the practition-

ers and potency of their impact for unlocking potential

or removing barriers to productivity.

A radically different approach and change in mindset is

required to improve labour productivity in our industry

and economy as a whole.

Unlocking the People Potential
Perhaps not surprisingly people are at the root of the

productivity issue, but through a complex series of in-

terconnections.

More than five hundred individual factors were derived

during the course of the study: their structure and inter-

relationships6 are summarised in Figure 3. Each factor is

made up of multiple factors underneath, but these are

not displayed for clarity. For example, the factor ‘Com-

munication’ has seven second-tier factors attached to it.

The green coloured factors in the model are the key to

understanding the most important issues relating to pro-

ductivity:

• The way of working

• The way of managing

• Organisational issues

• Human factors.

It is worth noting that each of these factors are them-

selves highly interconnected, e.g. “The way of working”

influences the “Way of managing” and “Human factors”

and vice versa. Interestingly the only direct key influ-

ence on productivity is “The way of working”. This is

shown in detail in Figure 4.

Systemic Issues and
Interventions
Most factors affecting productivity and possible inter-

ventions are related to people and their skill level, par-

ticularly generic management skills, project management

ability and soft, people skills. This may be no great sur-

prise as the H&S issue in construction industry reached

the same conclusion years ago after decades of research.

Below are a number of suggested interventions required

in skills, management, training and most importantly

mindset.

The way of working

Unlike manufacturing or agricultural industries, construc-

tion work is not very automated, modulated or repeat-

able, and physical working conditions are an issue. Un-

Figure 2: Productivity Model for the SMEs in New Zealand’s Construction Industry

6 An arrow between the nodes indicates a causal relationship whilst
a line implies that two concepts are related and influence each
other but with no direct causality.
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safe working conditions, accidents and physical site con-

straints all impact productivity.

Improvements could be achieved by simple planning,

coordination, communication and knowledge sharing.

Indeed good practice suggests that contingency plan-

ning should be in place so that work crews have other

productive tasks to do, such as maintenance or health

& safety activities should unavoidable delays occur.

Step changing productivity through the supplyStep changing productivity through the supplyStep changing productivity through the supplyStep changing productivity through the supplyStep changing productivity through the supply
chainchainchainchainchain

An unproductive day on an infrastructure project site is

unlikely to be caused by a single issue or individual.

Suppliers, clients, contractors and subcontractors can all

exert influences on the progress of a project and if any

party fails to be productive, the overall productivity can

be dragged down significantly. A key reason for this is

that SMEs have minimal control over other parties, unlike

a large integrated contractor with contract managers and

long-term work streams. One option is to educate and

promote the importance of supply chain management and

in particular sharing information if necessary to help one

part of the chain catch up so as to improve everybody’s

progress. By doing so, SMEs could recognise their impor-

tance and how their productivity can affect others, lead-

ing to a self-motivated productivity improvement.

It is perhaps the clients of infrastructure construction

that hold the key to supply chain productivity, more

than anyone else. Many industry reports, such as the

Egan Report7, have urged the adoption of a client led

approach and recommend public clients should play a

leading role in this. This will need a change to the way

projects are procured, including the abandonment of

lowest cost tendering. This may also help reduce the

worst effects of boom bust cycles8 too.

Human factors

Some of the key motivational factors raised in the inter-

views were extrinsic incentives such as wages, salaries

and working environment, but also intrinsic concepts

such as self esteem, public image, job satisfaction and

future employment.

There was evidence that motivation and productivity was

easily dragged down by a few employees’ behaviour;

drugs, alcohol, racial and gender prejudice were all con-

tributory factors to a sense of a poor working condi-

tions. Improvement in the working environment along-

side recognition and non-financial motivation could dra-

matically improve productivity.

Organisational Issues

Enhancing project management competencyEnhancing project management competencyEnhancing project management competencyEnhancing project management competencyEnhancing project management competency

Project management is highly connected to productivity

particularly time management, planning, quality, reduc-

Figure 3: Model of interconnected people issues relating to Productivity

7 Rethinking Construction (1998), the report of the Construction Task
Force, UK.

8 A Study into the Cyclical Performance of the New Zealand
Construction Industry (CAENZ, 2008).
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ing waste, health and safety, and cost control. Many

interviewees suggested that applying basic project man-

agement knowledge and techniques would be helpful in

enhancing productivity. There are clearly different levels

of project management skills required in SMEs from ba-

sic time management to more advanced quality con-

cepts. A structured project management training pro-

gramme would provide a solid foundation for improved

productivity.

Benchmarking for better profitability andBenchmarking for better profitability andBenchmarking for better profitability andBenchmarking for better profitability andBenchmarking for better profitability and
productivityproductivityproductivityproductivityproductivity

Some straightforward and easily benchmarked measures

of productivity would be helpful to SME owners and

managers such as:

1. Profitability

2. Value added/Employee
(Turnover- cost of supplies)/No of Full-time
employee equivalents

3. Turnover/Employee
Turnover/ No of Full-time employee equivalents

These would allow for a simple positioning of how well

individual SMEs are performing and to direct help ac-

cordingly. Using benchmarking processes as provided

by CAENZ9 would be beneficial, to track productivity on

a business to business and possibly project to project

basis. This would help identify issues of concern and

motivate owners to seek support for access to better

practice.

The way of Managing

From the interviews, the concept ‘management’ is closely

coupled with four key skills groups:

• Generic management skills,

• Organisation and coordination skills,

Figure 4: Diagram of the dynamic relationships between the key influences

9 The New Zealand Construction Industry National Key Performance
Indicators Handbook (CAENZ, 2005 - 2007).

Human Factors
• Motivation

• Educational background

• Working experience

• Competency to deliver

• Satisfaction

• Commitment to work

• Quality of workforce

The Way of Working
• Work efficiency

• Decision making and
thinking style

• Working hours

• Work environment

• Contractor or subcontractors

The Way of Managing
• Planning

• Project Management

• Coordination

• Coasting and Contract 
management

• Management skill

Organisational Issues
• Training

• Middle management and 
supervision

• Organisation culture

• Organisation size and ownership

• Staff turnover

Enhanced

Productivity
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• Interpersonal skills and

• Communication skills.

These key members of staff are often undervalued,

poached by other industries and are part of the aging

workforce. An emphasis should be placed on training a

new generation of technically competent managers, whilst

updating the capability of project and company manag-

ers who are currently employed by the industry.

This is a significant shift in thinking for trainers and SME

owners who tend to focus on imparting technical skills

on the job. Moreover, improvement in management com-

petency cannot be achieved in the short-run as educa-

tional background and experience are also key determi-

nants in management ability. However, this is a very

Figure 5: Framework for management training

potent and achievable intervention that could reap long-

term improvements. There are also many additional linked

benefits created by injecting generic management skills

into the SME management including, improved motiva-

tion, communication, work quality and creating a better

work environment to attract good, new recruits.

Training

From the research, training is a key influence and potent

factor in changing the skills, mindset and managerial

competencies across the productivity system.

A framework for management training across different

levels is given in Figure 5, which incorporates the key

training issues discussed above.
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Recommendations
To achieve sustainable productivity improvement the full

set of recommendations given below need to be ap-

plied. A piece-meal selective approach will not deliver

what the industry needs to break through the current

downward cycle of underperformance. Improvement will

take time, resources, commitment, alignment of oppos-

ing competitive forces and a new mindset which puts

the SME construction company at the forefront of NZ’s

economic and social development.

Industry level actions
• The role of clientsThe role of clientsThe role of clientsThe role of clientsThe role of clients, especially those in public sec-

tors, must lead in changing practices.

• Better communicationsBetter communicationsBetter communicationsBetter communicationsBetter communications across the industry sector.
Information sharing regarding project proposals and
future plans are crucial for SMEs to evaluate their
capacity to make rational bids and assess their per-
formance.

• Quality Quality Quality Quality Quality should be specified and properly assessed
in bids and contracts.

• Equality and prideEquality and prideEquality and prideEquality and prideEquality and pride shall be reinforced in the indus-
try.

• Attracting young peopleAttracting young peopleAttracting young peopleAttracting young peopleAttracting young people with better education back-
ground is important for future productivity improve-
ment.

• Improve the ease of mobilityease of mobilityease of mobilityease of mobilityease of mobility between companies

• Provide a clear career pathwayclear career pathwayclear career pathwayclear career pathwayclear career pathway for employees.

• Industry and government need to promote the rolerolerolerolerole
of entrepreneurshipof entrepreneurshipof entrepreneurshipof entrepreneurshipof entrepreneurship and its value to the society and
economy to encourage a new generation of construc-
tion related enterprises.

• Improve the prestige of qualifications or certificatesprestige of qualifications or certificatesprestige of qualifications or certificatesprestige of qualifications or certificatesprestige of qualifications or certificates
awarded as incentives for training courses.

• Training coursesTraining coursesTraining coursesTraining coursesTraining courses should be more experientially basedexperientially basedexperientially basedexperientially basedexperientially based.

• Use modern on-line learningon-line learningon-line learningon-line learningon-line learning to attract young IT liter-
ate workers.

• Targeted skillsTargeted skillsTargeted skillsTargeted skillsTargeted skills should be better delivered in training
courses. Training courses should be able to deliver
the range of skills in an integrated way. See the
competency framework attached.

• Develop an integrated supply chain approachntegrated supply chain approachntegrated supply chain approachntegrated supply chain approachntegrated supply chain approach to in-
frastructure construction procurement.

• Value-for-moneyValue-for-moneyValue-for-moneyValue-for-moneyValue-for-money approach should be adopted in all
procurement strategies.

Recommended Actions for SMEs

Improving the efficiency of the work itselfImproving the efficiency of the work itselfImproving the efficiency of the work itselfImproving the efficiency of the work itselfImproving the efficiency of the work itself

• Develop a network network network network network of reliable and trusted sub-con-
tractors and partners.

• More effective planningeffective planningeffective planningeffective planningeffective planning in the delivery and place-
ment of equipment and materials to avoid double
handling and aid sequencing of work.

• Pre-workPre-workPre-workPre-workPre-work using pre-moulded materials, such as pre-
cast concrete and standardised products.

• Develop manuals and/or working proceduresmanuals and/or working proceduresmanuals and/or working proceduresmanuals and/or working proceduresmanuals and/or working procedures and cir-
culate to workers.

• Use IT systemsIT systemsIT systemsIT systemsIT systems, communication and planning soft-
ware.

• Use downtime and idle timedowntime and idle timedowntime and idle timedowntime and idle timedowntime and idle time better for maintenance
of tools and equipment and web based training or
tool box talks.

• Have a backup plan or contingencybackup plan or contingencybackup plan or contingencybackup plan or contingencybackup plan or contingency for bad weather
or other delays.

• Pricing strategyPricing strategyPricing strategyPricing strategyPricing strategy should be reviewed by both con-
tractors and clients.

• Cost controlCost controlCost controlCost controlCost control should not be overlooked by the SMEs.

 Improving competency of people to deliver Improving competency of people to deliver Improving competency of people to deliver Improving competency of people to deliver Improving competency of people to deliver

• Educating and trainingEducating and trainingEducating and trainingEducating and trainingEducating and training employees can enhance the
quality of work and productivity.

• Improve the level of technical skillstechnical skillstechnical skillstechnical skillstechnical skills. The SME con-
struction industry should be better equipped with
both specific and generic skills.

• Diversity Diversity Diversity Diversity Diversity is an advantage. Many participants reflect
that the workforce in the industry is aging and it is
becoming difficult to attracting qualified young peo-
ple into the industry. There are very few females
working in the industry and ethnic groups are not
fully represented.

• Workforce stabilityWorkforce stabilityWorkforce stabilityWorkforce stabilityWorkforce stability needs to be improved. Although
recruiting and dismissing employees is normal in
business, a high turnover rate of staff can be harm-
ful to workers, companies and the industry sector.

• Support and supervisionSupport and supervisionSupport and supervisionSupport and supervisionSupport and supervision are an integral part of com-
petency to deliver. When an emerging situation oc-
curs on site, managers should be able to provide
instant support or intervention. Solving problems
promptly can stop trivial problems escalating.

• Teambuilding Teambuilding Teambuilding Teambuilding Teambuilding is essential for employees to gain the
feeling of belonging and hence commit more to work.
Since a large proportion of SMEs in the construction
industry are family owned, it is difficult for those
employees who are not family members to feel they
are integral part of the company.

• Influences of peer workersInfluences of peer workersInfluences of peer workersInfluences of peer workersInfluences of peer workers affect onsite productivity
significantly. High absenteeism puts a strain on other
workers resulting in low productivity and inertia.

• Working stressWorking stressWorking stressWorking stressWorking stress should not be overlooked by SME
managers. Many interviewees mentioned drinking,
smoking and drug abuse as endemic in construc-
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tion; the cause for individual cases should be better
understood.

• Equality and prideEquality and prideEquality and prideEquality and prideEquality and pride should be reinforced in the
workplace. As reflected by interviewees, workers are
more productive when they work in public areas,
such as roads, because people can recognise the
importance of their work and they have to work
harder. It is their psychological pride that forces them
to be productive.

• Attracting young peopleAttracting young peopleAttracting young peopleAttracting young peopleAttracting young people with better educational back-
grounds is important for future productivity improve-
ment.

Training in proTraining in proTraining in proTraining in proTraining in project management at all levelsject management at all levelsject management at all levelsject management at all levelsject management at all levels

• Develop and promote learning skillslearning skillslearning skillslearning skillslearning skills as this makes
for good project managers.

• Flexibility Flexibility Flexibility Flexibility Flexibility is a powerful advantage for an SME when
competing with larger rivals.

• Communication Communication Communication Communication Communication is necessary for good coordination.

• Organisational skillsOrganisational skillsOrganisational skillsOrganisational skillsOrganisational skills should be improved.

• Adopt common procedures and best practices for
planningplanningplanningplanningplanning.

• Contingency and uncertaintyContingency and uncertaintyContingency and uncertaintyContingency and uncertaintyContingency and uncertainty planning needs to be
encouraged.

• Improve analytical skillsanalytical skillsanalytical skillsanalytical skillsanalytical skills. Although experience is an
integral part of project management, rational deci-
sions should be based on analysis, instead of sub-
jective perceptions.

StrengStrengStrengStrengStrengthen management skills for owners andthen management skills for owners andthen management skills for owners andthen management skills for owners andthen management skills for owners and
key staffkey staffkey staffkey staffkey staff

• Improve SME manager’s ability to communication andcommunication andcommunication andcommunication andcommunication and
coordinationcoordinationcoordinationcoordinationcoordination.

• Managers should be trained in how to motivatehow to motivatehow to motivatehow to motivatehow to motivate
employees effectively, and be shown different ap-
proaches.

• Developing a clear business visionDeveloping a clear business visionDeveloping a clear business visionDeveloping a clear business visionDeveloping a clear business vision is important for
long-term development of the company.

• Train in quality techniquesquality techniquesquality techniquesquality techniquesquality techniques and how to writehow to writehow to writehow to writehow to write proce-
dures and policies.

• Managers should learn about proper delegation ofproper delegation ofproper delegation ofproper delegation ofproper delegation of
responsibilityresponsibilityresponsibilityresponsibilityresponsibility to employees.

• Training in continuous improvement continuous improvement continuous improvement continuous improvement continuous improvement and related tech-
niques should be provided.

• Long-term sustainability sustainability sustainability sustainability sustainability should be adopted as a cri-
terion for decision-making, not short-term profit.
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1 BACKGROUND OF THE RESEARCH1 BACKGROUND OF THE RESEARCH1 BACKGROUND OF THE RESEARCH1 BACKGROUND OF THE RESEARCH1 BACKGROUND OF THE RESEARCH

1.1 Background to the research
– the productivity problem
We concur with the view that productivity is a multifac-

eted issue and that there is no single magic bullet for

NZ’s construction labour productivity. The approach to

this study takes a holistic, systems approach to under-

stand the interconnectivity of the issues and the inter-

dependency of the possible interventions.

A recent Treasury report highlighted, as a priority, the

need to improve New Zealand's low productivity. Con-

struction accounts for approximately 10% of GNP, yet in

common with many countries growth in construction

productivity lags the general economy and other indus-

trial sectors (see Figure 1), making it particularly impor-

tant to target for improvement. Improvements in con-

struction sector productivity would result in some im-

provement in infrastructure affordability in the long-run.

There is no official measurement of industry-level pro-

ductivity within New Zealand, and only a few studies

that estimate productivity of the construction sector,

(Davis 2007). The studies that do exist are consistent

with international research and paint a bleak picture of

construction sector productivity against other industrial

sectors since the late 1980s. Moreover, NZ productivity

levels in the sector are poor relative to the construction

sector in other countries. Indeed, Davis suggests that

productivity levels in the construction sector in 2006

have not improved in the last 15 years and has under-

performed comnpared to many other sectors in the

economy between 1995 and 2004.

Figure 2 shows the relevant firm's labour productivity

within each industry for several percentiles of the distri-

bution. It illustrates that the construction industry does

not have a wide distribution of labour productivity by

the standards of a number of other sectors and impor-

tantly is the third lowest of any sector.

There are a variety of possible reasons for this, includ-

ing factors related to regulation, capital investment, com-

petition, innovation but this study has focussed on la-

bour productivity which still remains a stubborn and

misunderstood factor, particularly for New Zealand. Con-

struction industry productivity measurement is itself at

an early stage of development and there are significant

measurement and data quality issues, particularly in the

SME (small- to medium-sized) sector.

Figure 1: US Construction productivity lags other industrial sectors
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Ever since the Second World War various incentive

schemes and time related studies worldwide have been

conducted to tease out more output from construction

workers. These were described by the renowned organi-

sational guru Herzberg as mere ‘kicks in the ass’ in the

productivity improvement process.

Couple this with the fact that most of the studies con-

ducted on labour productivity have been done in large

organisations and we start to see that there is a signifi-

cant gap in understanding about what is happen  ing in

small and medium sized organisations in the construc-

tion sector. Yet, NZ, like most advanced economies, re-

lies on SME's as the main engine of growth. Indeed, for

most OCED countries over 95% of all enterprises fall

below the large organisation definition of 250+ employ-

ees. In the UK, 99.9% of enterprises in the construction

sector are SME's and they employ 84% of those in the

sector and contribute to 67% of the sector turnover

(BERR, 2007) Moreover, research from the European

Union, shown in Figure 3 , suggests that the smaller the

enterprise the lower the added value or productivity.

Micro enterprises are less than 10 people; the average

Figure 2: Distribution of Labour Productivity – NB The firm at the 95th percentile generates value added of $65 per
hour worked compared with $0 per hour worked at the 5th percentile. Source: Davis (2007), Adapted from Law,

Buckle and Hyslop (2006).

New Zealand construction firm size is 2.6, with general

construction and site preparation rising to 3.5. (Source:

NZ statistics)

1.2 Project objective
Our aim is to really understand what is holding back

labour productivity gains in the NZ construction industry

with a particular focus on the SME companies in the

infrastructure construction sector. We hope to establish

and communicate a more complete picture of the key

drivers or road blocks, rather than snapshots of part of

the problem. We intend to try to get under the surface

of what is going on and identify what can be done to

improve productivity for everyone. Please note that we

are not looking directly at capital investment or innova-

tion/R&D, even though they are important and have con-

nections to labour productivity.

The aim of this study is to inform and help identify

labour productivity areas that may be improved by the

development and implementation of specific training

courses by Industry Training Organisations (ITO).

Value added
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1.3 The productivity challenge
Improving productivity is a major concern of any profit

organisation as representing the effective and efficient

conversion of resources into marketable products and

determining business profitability. The benefits extend

far out beyond the individual enterprise into society and

the wider economy. Consequently, considerable effort

has been directed to understanding the productivity

concept yet real sustainable improvements seem elu-

sive. This study has adopted a systems thinking ap-

proach that aims to really understand the problem by

embarking on an extensive stakeholder consultation

phase with over 50 individuals, including more than 30

interviews with infrastructure construction operatives

working in SME organisations. The reporting of the proc-

ess is split into two key stages:

Stage 1. The analysis and uncovering of the key influ-

Figure 3: Labour productivity by enterprise size

ences and systemic issues in the SME construction sec-

tor, based on international research and the interviews/

workshops with key stakeholders. The analysis includes

the interconnectedness of the factors affecting labour

productivity. Recommendations and guidance are given

to a range of interventions that are required to improve

productivity in the sector.

Stage 2. Summary implementation guidance for the train-

ing and skills based recommendations generated from

Stage 1. A broad competency framework is proposed to

enable industry participants to self-benchmark themselves

and staff, as well as provide guidance to ITOs with re-

gards to training development.

This report covers stage 1 of the process with recom-

mendations for stage 2. The competency framework is

included with the Summary Report, available from the

Infratrain and CAENZ websites.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW2 LITERATURE REVIEW2 LITERATURE REVIEW2 LITERATURE REVIEW2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Defining productivity
Productivity is generally defined as the ratio between

total input of resources and total output of production.

Productivity = input / output

However, there are measurement difficulties with this

simple ratio as input includes labour, materials, equip-

ment, and overhead. Should labour then include all hours

employed or just those paid for and recorded. Output is

somewhat easier to measure and as it can represent the

total monetary value of construction put in place; though

for an SME working on a larger project this may not be

that straightforward to ascertain. Productivity is often

linked or mixed up with other measures such as effi-

ciency (Rogers, 1998), which is commonly understood

as reduced operating costs. In this study we are con-

cerned with labour productivity specifically, though to-

tally separating this from other influences such as in-

vestment, innovation and capital expenditure is not pos-

sible or helpful when looking at industry-wide interven-

tions.

The OECD defines labour productivity as “the ratio of a

volume measure of output to a volume measure of in-

put”. Volume measures of output are usually GDP (gross

domestic product) or GVA (gross value added). The three

most commonly used measures are: hours worked;

workforce hours; and the number of people employed.

These measures all have measurement issues as they

also relate to qualitative measures including the quality

of the labour, social norms and innovation.  The main

partial measures are:

Labour productivity: output per unit of labour used, or

 
output work completed

labour productivity = =
input workers employed

Capital productivity: output produced per unit of capital

used, or

 
output  value added

capital productivity = =
input capital employed

Time productivity (efficiency): output produced per unit

of capital used, or

 
output  progress made

time productivity = =
input total working hours

Single-factor productivity measures have been adopted

as indicators for key input, such as government policy

objectives, and they are relatively easy to measure and

in common use. It should be noted that single-factor

productivity can give biased understanding if its inter-

pretation is not properly placed. For example, the la-

bour efficiency can be significantly increased by inject-

ing capital in the form of new technology and equip-

ment. More than one factor can be included in the pro-

ductivity understanding and this approach is often re-

ferred to as total factor productivity (TFP) or multi-factor

productivity (MFP). Since TFP or MFP aims to provide

insights into how a collection of determinants influence

the productivity, it is in principle more holistic than the

single factor approach.

  
output O(t)

TFP = =
total input F(K(t), L(t), T(t), ...)

When considering the construction sector productivity,

particularly infrastructure and SME activity, the very na-

ture of the work is important; it clearly cannot be com-

pared to a controlled manufacturing industry environ-

ment. Uncertainty and risk spring from a multitude of

factors that can potentially affect project success includ-

ing site conditions, political environment and the weather.

SMEs often face difficulty in maintaining a stable organi-

sation due to the short term nature of construction jobs

which undermines efforts to improve productivity by learn-

ing from past mistakes (Cottrell, 2006). The very nature

of construction industry makes it is difficult to reach a

concise or bespoke definition of productivity. In this

sense, construction productivity is best understood from

a holistic, multifactor perspective and Ellis and Lee (2006)

provide a useful illustrative model (figure 4) for devel-

oping such a framework for the SME sector under con-

sideration.

On the input side, labour, materials, equipment etc. all

exert an influence on the progress of a construction

project. Some inherent issues, such as weather, rework,

planning and congestion act as inhibitors and can have

a negative (if improved they can have a positive affect)

impact on a project. However, the danger is that policy

makers or management fads focus on such a single fac-

tor which ignores the interdependencies of the other

influences (including additional factors not covered by

Ellis & Lee). This leads to a partial but often unsustain-

able improvement in productivity, because the whole

system tends to resort to a state of homeostasis (equi-

librium)  after a single temporal intervention.

Furthermore, the definition of construction productivity
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is subject to both objective entities and subjective influ-

ences from people who undertake the investigation:

consequently there are a different views and approaches

of how to study and assess construction productivity.

2.2 Measuring productivity
The concept of ‘no measurement, no management’ is

overwhelming in reductionist, scientific management lit-

erature and construction productivity is no exception,

however due to the complex interactions between fac-

tors already mentioned this mantra is often unhelpful.

As Einstein famously stated, ‘what can be measured is

not always important and not everything that is impor-

tant can be measured’. One important contribution of

this study is to gain an understanding of what is impor-

tant to measure in productivity and then determine what

and how to measure it. This is unlikely to be an easy or

single measure and it might be that a few very simple

high-level measures are all that is worth attempting. First

we review the literature on the topic.

2.2.1 Difficulties in measuring productivity

Researchers have concluded that it is difficult to obtain

a standard method to measure construction labour pro-

ductivity (Olomolaiye, Jayawardane & Harris, 1998), be-

cause of project complexity and the unique characteris-

tics of construction projects. The uniqueness and non-

repetitive operations of construction projects make it

difficult to develop a standard productivity definition

and measurement. Furthermore, it is incorrect to assume

that productivity is measured consistently and uniformly

and that all published productivity values have the same

basis of calculation, indeed we see that accounting and

productivity terminology are confusingly interchanged.

Also, nearly all the measures assume that the worker’s

output remains constant. It is nearly impossible for pro-

ductivity to remain constant for any activity or period of

time particularly where people have been working long

hours in less than ideal environments (Whiteside, 2006).

There have been attempts to develop common defini-

tions within a standard productivity system; however,

those were not based on the consensus of academia

and industry. We have reported some of the key ap-

proaches as some practitioners may find some of these

suitable for their needs.

2.2.2 Approaches to measure productivity

Edkins and Winch (1999) identified three approaches to

the measurement of productivity in the construction in-

dustry: macroeconomic studies, case studies and pric-

ing studies. Conceptually, these are all related, as they

implicitly or explicitly provide estimates of a production

process, and can thus be linked to the framework set

out here. The major differences between the approaches

are the source of data, its level of aggregation, the bound-

ary/definition of the production process and the com-

pleteness with which it is described (Edkins and Winch,

1999). In detail, case studies based productivity esti-

mates on the performance of specific projects; macr-

oeconomic studies calculate productivity based on highly

aggregated data taken from the national accounts. The

use of pricing studies to generate productivity estimates

involves asking experienced professionals to provide

qualitative information on performance measures and

Figure 4: A model to understand productivity
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drivers, and also resource inputs such as labour, mate-

rial, and plant for projects based on drawings and speci-

fications of a building, structure or task.

Alternatively, some researchers perceive productivity as

the output potential of a production process conditional

upon its inputs, so that we can investigate one or more

factors for the measurement purposes.

2.2.3 Alternative approaches

Throughput measurementThroughput measurementThroughput measurementThroughput measurementThroughput measurement

In ‘Viable Vision’, Kendall argues that the more complex

the situation the simpler the solution must be (Kendall,

2005). He argues that a better frame of reference is to

consider ‘throughput accounting’.  In this management

accounting approach decisions are taken on the basis

of a simple financial model that considers the following

measures of income and expense. Throughput account-

ing is not a commonly adopted approach but it is win-

ning a strong base in a world consumed by cost ac-

counting practice. (Hutagalung, 2003)

• Throughput (T) = Revenue generated (value of work
actually done) – purchased material cost.  Revenue
is defined as the sum of revenue the system gener-
ates from the sale of its product or services. Pur-
chased material cost is defined as cost of acquiring
materials for the product or services rendered. Di-
rect labour cost and overhead cost are irrelevant,
and thus should be omitted from the calculation of
either the purchased material cost or total variable
cost. Unlike activity based management which con-
sidered that overhead cost can be managed to at-
tain certain level of efficiency, throughput assumes
that direct labour cost and overhead cost cannot be
changed and thus it won’t be worthwhile to spend
much of our attention for such cost.

• In reality, project managers know that while material
varies directly with volume (each additional unit pro-
duced requires additional raw materials), labour and
overhead costs are often more stable. If the
efficiencies proposed in the UK reports on construc-
tion efficiency are to be believed then there is scope
for at least a 30-40% increase in throughput without
using considerably more labours. By the same token
these costs do not all go away simply because some-
thing can change on the project at short notice or
hold up the planned flow of work.

• Investment (I) is the money tied up in the system.
This is money associated with inventory, machinery,
buildings, and other assets and liabilities. Inventory
is valued strictly on totally variable cost associated
with creating the inventory, not with additional cost
allocations from overhead.

• Operating expense (OE) is the money the system
spends in generating “goal units.” For physical prod-
ucts, OE is all expenses except the cost of the raw
materials. OE includes maintenance, utilities, rent,
taxes and payroll.

Because this is more dynamic and holistic and removes

factors that impact but over which the small business

owner or project manager has little control it can help in

determining overall productivity.

Relative measurementRelative measurementRelative measurementRelative measurementRelative measurement

An alternative approach is to apply an understanding of

productivity vs project plan (budget). This is the route

taken by many project managers when using earned

value management (EVM) and indices such as schedule

performance index and cost performance index (Wilkins,

1997). This approach essentially establishes the project

programme baseline as the basis for the measurement

and establishment of productivity. It ignores factors out-

side the project and is limited by the planning assump-

tions used. However, it benefits from being relevant,

relative and – provided a few simple rules are defined

and followed – can provide a baseline for project to

project comparison. This approach was used in the UK

to determine the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for

‘Predictability of cost and time’ (Constructing Excellence,

2008), and subsequently adopted by CAENZ in the ‘New

Zealand Construction Industry National Key Performance

Indicators’ (2005 - 2007).

Target-based measurementTarget-based measurementTarget-based measurementTarget-based measurementTarget-based measurement

Another approach to productivity measurement is to

adopt a target value. This can be based on existing

measurements of a product or process and a desired

goal that is then derived or determined.  There are many

methods and approaches to achieving this. This is gen-

erally the domain of the strategy execution approaches

put forward by the likes of Kaplan and Norton (2008).

Approaches to goal setting and review vary from the

simple (guesswork) to the complex (strategy mapping

and six sigma measurement). Target-based approaches

to measure and drive productivity are limited by the

extent to which the individuals concerned are motivated

extrinsically and their ability to achieve the desired per-

formance.

In brief, various measurement methods are designed to

provide insights into construction productivity and the

applications of these methods depend on the context

and the intention of the investigation. Moreover, if a

productivity measurement aims to explore the concept

from one or a few perspectives, the versatility of pro-

ductivity measurement in effect reflects the fact that
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various factors can exert influences on the issue of pro-

ductivity and this has been mirrored in numerous re-

searches. The following section will introduce how pro-

ductivity is influenced by various factors.

2.3 Factors affecting
productivity

2.3.1 The approaches to understand
productivity factors

A variety of researches and studies have been commit-

ted to understand construction productivity and a con-

siderable number of factors that can influence produc-

tivity have been identified and discussed. Basically, there

are three prevalent approaches to categorise and hence

understand those factors and they are demonstrated as

follows.

The resource approachThe resource approachThe resource approachThe resource approachThe resource approach

Construction productivity can be simply understood as

the relationship between input and output. In this re-

gard, factors that may influence the construction input

can affect the overall productivity. Well established eco-

nomic theories would consider that the inputs into a

construction project include capital investment, man-

power, raw materials, machinery, and management ef-

forts, all of which are essentially the resources. There-

fore, the factors that can influence construction produc-

tivity can be traced from these five major sources.

 The hierarchical approach The hierarchical approach The hierarchical approach The hierarchical approach The hierarchical approach

This school is based on the understanding of the nature

of construction companies and their projects. From a

systems point of view, a hierarchical approach is effec-

tive in understanding such complex issues as productiv-

ity. For simplicity, the construction productivity can thus

follow the hierarchical structure of a company in the

industry, namely industry level, strategic level, organisa-

tional level, project level, and individual level. Any fac-

tors that influence productivity can be allocated to one

or multiple categories.

The case-specific approachThe case-specific approachThe case-specific approachThe case-specific approachThe case-specific approach

The advocates of this approach always argue that even

though the approaches mentioned above can provide

insights into construction productivity in an effective way,

they may fail to be comprehensive enough for decision

makers to deal with the very specific nature of a project.

In this respect, the productivity factors in the construc-

tion industry shall be considered in the context of the

case that is of interest. For example, as shown in Figure

5, Ellis and Lee depicted how project-based environ-

ment influences productivity and how to understand dif-

ferent productivity factors in a relative manner. In real-

ity, this approach is widely adopted by practitioners and

people are willing to feed their experiences regarding to

one or a few factors back into daily practice and thus

formulate their unique conceptual construct or model

about productivity.

The approach adopted by this studyThe approach adopted by this studyThe approach adopted by this studyThe approach adopted by this studyThe approach adopted by this study

In order to draw a rich picture of the productivity issue,

this report would adopt the latter two approaches in

combination, in which case-specific factors that are drawn

upon from previous researches and studies will be allo-

cated into a pyramid structure that is based on Allan

and Davis (2006).Considering the specific nature of this

study, further two dimensions will be integrated and

finally form the analytical  structure, in terms of  strat-

egy, organisation, operation, project, and individual. Fig-

ure 6 exhibits how productivity factors can be allocated.

Figure 5: Adopted from Ellis and Lee (2006)
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Supervisor direction

Inadequate instruction provided  
by supervisors 

Not receiving directions due to  

size of the project 

Not receiving compliments for doing  

a good job 

Not being notified of mistakes when  

they occur 

Lack of goals for craft workers 

 

Communication

Different languages spoken on a project 

Disregard of crafts’ productivity improvement 

suggestion 

Lack of ‘big picture view on behalf  

of the crafts 

Craft worker importance 

Lack of communication among site 

management

 

Safety 

Shortage of personal protective  

equipment 

Lack of site safety resources 

Foreman

Lack of people skills on behalf of foremen 

Unqualified linemen 

 

Unfair Performance Reviews 

Foremen not allowing crafts to work 

autonomously 

Lack of construction knowledge on behalf of 

foreman 

Lack of authority to discipline craft workers 

Lack of proper resource allocation 

Lack of managerial and administrative support 

Excessive paperwork 

 

Superintendent

Lack of people skill on behalf of 

superintendents 

Qualified superintendents 

Lack of experience on behalf of 

superintendents 

Disrespect for craft workers 

Micro-management on behalf of superintendent 

Political/performance competitions within 

company 

Inconsistent safety policies established by 

different superintendents 

Different work rules by superintendents  

It should be noted that a myriad of the productivity

factors in the existing literatures, such as planning, can

be found in more than one category and arbitrarily as-

signing them to certain layers in hierarchy can be mis-

leading. In order to utilise its functionality, it is more

reasonable to transform it as a benchmark to indicate

certain properties of a productive factor and those prop-

erties can be perceived as the evidence for categorisa-

tion. The detailed application of this model will be dem-

onstrated after presenting a brief summary of productiv-

ity factors.

2.3.2 Detailed description of productivity
factors

A collection of factorsA collection of factorsA collection of factorsA collection of factorsA collection of factors

From a practitioner’s viewpoint, there are numerous fac-

tors that can affect productivity. From a structured sur-

vey study, the construction workforce rated material and

equipment shortages, change orders, weather, labour

shortages, and turnover as the top five factors affecting

the ability to produce work (Borcherding, 1978). Rojas

and Aramvareekul concluded their researches by identi-

fying the top 10 problems that are associated with con-

struction productivity, including: lack of materials, in-

complete drawings, incompetent supervisors, lack of tools

and equipment, absenteeism, poor communication, short

instruction time, poor site layout, inspection delay and

rework (Rojas and Aramvareekul, 2003). In Australia, Doloi

Figure 6: The hierarchy of productivity factors

Table 1: Factors affecting productivity (Dal et. al., 2007)
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Tools and Consumables

Availability of consumables 

Restrictive project policy on 

 consumables

Availability of hand tools 

Viability of power tools 

Lack of power source for tools 

Lack of extension cords 

Inexperienced tool room attendants 

Misplaced tools 

Poor power tool quality 

 

Material

Availability of material

Poor material quality 

Availability of bulk commodities 

Errors in prefabricated material

Difficulty in tracking material 

 

Engineering Drawing Management

Drawing errors 

Availability of drawings

Slow response to questions with drawings 

Drawing legibility 

Needed information not on drawings  

 

Availability of Health and Safety Training 

Unqualified craft workers 

Lack of pride in their work 

Lack of incentive to attend training 

Demotivated craft workers 

Less pay than the projects in a  

geographic area 

Craft workers’ distrust in supervisors 

Labour

Availability of skill training 

Jobsite orientation program 

 

Project Management

Delay in work permits 

Out of sequence work assignments 

Absenteeism 

Unreasonable project and milestones 

Disrespect for craft workers and foremen 

Layoff qualified craft workers 

Unawareness of onsite activities and project 

progress 

Pulling people off a task before it is done 

Jobsite congestion 

Different pay scales for the same job on a 

project

Different per diem rate 

Lack of incentive for good performance 

Material storage area too far from workface 

Insufficient size of material storage area 

Shortage of temporary facilities 

Lack of coordination between the trades 

Slow decisions 

Incorrect crew size 

Inappropriate vehicle traffic routes 

Lack of weather protection  

 

Construction Equipment

Availability of crane or forklift

Availability of manlift

Waiting for people and/or equipment to move 

material 

Poor equipment maintenance 

Stow equipment repairs 

Improperly maintenance of power tools 

adopted AHP method, which is basically a decision-sup-

porting technique to prioritise, and he ranked five spe-

cific productivity problems as: lack of materials, rework,

absenteeism, shortage of tools and equipment (Doloi,

2008). Moreover, Motwani et al. reported five factors

impeding productivity in the USA, namely, adverse site

conditions, poor sequencing of works, conflicting draw-

ings/lack of information, non-availability of tools and

materials, and poor weather (Motwani et al., 1995).

After conducting a literature survey, Dai et al establish a

list containing 9 productivity factors with the following

ranking: (1) Material availability; (2) Tool availability; (3)

Work redone; (4) Overcrowded work areas; (5) Inspec-

tion delays; (6) Foreman incompetence; (7) Crew inter-

ference; (8) Craft turnover and absenteeism, and (9)

Foreman changes. It can be found that lack of materials

is repeatedly identified as one of the most significant

problems, followed by crew interference, rework, super-

vision delay, lack of equipment/tools and absenteeism.

The reasons for the lack of materials are ranked in the

following order: (1) lack of planning; (2) transportation

difficulties within the site; (3) improper materials; (4)

crew interference; and (5) extensive paper work (Dai et

al., 2007).  Table 1 exhibits detailed information of Dai

et al’s work.

Mojahed and Aghazadeh, on the other hand, adopted a

Table 1: Factors affecting productivity (Dal et. al., 2007) (continued)
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Factor ranking Details

1. Skills and 
experiences of 

workforce

Skills and experience of workforce was chosen as the first driver of 
productivity. The qualifications may be easier and workers may enter 
the occupation with limited skills or experience. If a worker lacks the 
knowledge or skills required for performing a task, the timely 
performance of task would suffer which result in poor productivity or 
potential mistakes made in performing the task. Lack of attention to 
quality standards could also result in rework, which is another cause of 
productivity loss.

2. Management Lack of competency by management at construction jobsite may lead 
to poor direction of workforce, de-motivation of workers, and poor 
coordination of subcontractors, which results in poor productivity. 
Managers may increase productivity through planning, proper 
selection, control and utilization of resources, and supply of 
information and feedback. Commitment to productivity must be 
demonstrated in actions.

3. Job planning Effective planning of construction projects requires understanding of 
details, construction methods, and resource requirements. 
Construction tasks are not isolated. The relationship between 
construction activities and resources is intrinsic to the construction 
process. The respondents stated that the internal delay, which is 
usually caused by dependency between construction activities, where 
one activity cannot be started before the preceding activity is finished, 
happens at construction jobsites due to inadequate planning. In 
addition, it was revealed that the workforce productivity is negatively 
affected when a project schedule changes as a result of fragmentation 
of work activities, reassignment of crew members, and out-of-
sequence work. Proper planning of all phases and components of 
work is necessary to ensure productivity.

4. Worker 
motivation

The lack of motivation or existence of demotivational factors could 
result in decline of workforce productivity. Motivational problems 
peculiar to large construction projects include: minimal knowledge 
about the project, lack of participation in decision making, inadequate 
communication and coordination between crews and supervisors, 
detrimental changes in the work, as well as supervision and 
manpower that reduce learning curve efficiency improvement. Some 
of the demotivational factors reducing workforce productivity include 
lack of adequate planning and materials, constant disruption of job 
assignment, unavailability of tools and equipment, overcrowded work 
areas and rework, unsafe working conditions, lack of recognition and 
training, and disrespectful treatment of workers.

5. Material 
availability 

Extensive multiple handling of materials, improper storage of 
materials, waste due to negligence, obstruction of access to material 
storage area, extensive travelling time between material storage area 
and active worksite, long fabrication time and late deliveries are a few 
instances of how material arrived late to active construction jobsites 
and influenced productivity of construction projects

quantitative method to derive key productivity factors

from a variety of issues and their findings can be sum-

marised in Table 2.

Moreover, Chan and Kaka drew 59 factors through an

intensive literature survey and their findings can be shown

in Table 3.

However, the elicitation and ranking of productivity fac-

tors are not universal and they are dependent on time,

geographical location, and specific industry sector. In

the late 1970s, a survey conducted in the US found that

material availability, proper tools, rework, overcrowded

work areas, and interference between crews were the

top five factors affecting the ability to produce work.

Table 2: Key productivity issues (Mojahed and Aghazadeh)
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Some of the identified major productivity factors in this

study are skills and experience of workforce, motiva-

tion, and management which are different from proper

tools, rework, and overcrowded work areas. Some oth-

ers found that materials shortage, weather and site con-

ditions, equipment breakdown, drawing deficiencies/

change orders, and lack of proper tools and equipment

are the top causes of poor productivity in Iran. In Ni-

geria researchers found lack of material, inadequate tools,

rework, instruction delays, and inspection delays are ma-

jor problems impairing labour productivity. A survey of

27 medium and high-rise construction projects showed

that the main productivity problems facing craftsmen

were absenteeism, rework, and lack of material. In

Canada, planning and scheduling, equipment, availabil-

ity of working drawings, materials, and motivation were

found to be major drivers of productivity. On the other

hand, in a survey study of 34 project managers in Thai-

land, the factors ranking prominently as causes of non-

productive time were lack of material, incomplete draw-

ings, inspection delay, incompetent supervisors, and in-

struction time. Table 4 contains a brief summary:

As demonstrated in Table 4, there is a significant amount

of literature and studies conducted in the field of pro-

ductivity by identifying factors that can exert influences.

In order to depict a rich picture, we endeavoured to

outline a table that contains as many factors that may

potentially influence productivity from a theoretical per-

spective. The output can be utilised as a checklist for

practitioners to check whether they face similar produc-

tivity constraints. Furthermore, we adopted the hierar-

Table 3: Productivity factors (Chan and Kaka)

1 Supervision 21 Scheduling 41 Travelling time to work 

2 Simplicity of building 
design 

22 Availability of plant 42 Shift work 

3 Level of site 
experience 

23 Utilisation of plant 43 Size of components 

4 Information flow 24 Working hour (include 
overtime 

44 Uniqueness of building 
design 

5 Communication with 
subcontractors 

25 Specifications 45 Bonus schemes 

6 Delivery 26 Quality requirements 46 Site administration duties 

7 Availability of 

materials 

27 Health and safety 

management 

47 Welfare amenities

8 Congestion 28 Training investment 48 HCN HND 

9 Prefabrication 29 Experience of planner 49 Short courses 

10 Sequencing and 
interference

30 Turnover 50 Packaging 

11 Standardisation 31 Level of pay 51 NVQS/SVQS 

12 Procurement of 

materials 

32 Construction technology 

involved 

52 Degree/postgraduate 

qualifications

13 Availability of staff 33 Storage 53 Secondary school 
qualifications 

14 Communication 

Within gangs 

34 Modern apprenticeship 54 New products 

15 Weather 35 Capacity 55 Building regulations 

16 Resource allocation 36 Cost control 56 Construction skills 
certification scheme 

17 Rework 37 Maintainability of plant 57 Investors in people 

18 Communication with 
suppliers 

38 Job prospects 58 EU directive on working 
time 

19 Communication 
Within company 

39 Health and safety 59 Equal Opportunities Act 

20 Availability of 
components 

40 Simplicity of plant and 
equipment 
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chy structure in figure 6 as the second dimension for

readers to capture the essence of those factors in a

more systematic way.

2.3.3 A statistical description of productivity
factors

We have uncovered no less than 397 factors influencing

construction productivity in the literature and have at-

tempted to group these against the hierarchical model

in figure 6 to make sense of the findings.

Based on the literature-based checklist of productivity

factors, it can be found that each of the five tiers in

figure 6 has a different level of entries. Moreover, as

pointed out before, a productivity factor can be allo-

cated to one or multiple tiers in the hierarchy structure,

in that, the total number of productivity factors does

not equal to the sum of individual categories. Table 5

contains a statistical description of those factors.

Several points should all be noted:

Table 5: Statistical description of productivity factors applied to the Figure 6 hierarchy diagram

Table 4: Comparison of identified productivity factors from a variety of studies

Country 
Ranking

Canada Iran Indonesia Nigeria Thailand US (1970s) US (2005)

1 Planning 
and 

scheduling

Material 
shortage

Absenteeism Lack of 
material

Lack of 
material

Material 
availability

Skill and 
experience

2 Equipment Weather 
and site 

condition

Rework Inadequate 
tools

Incomplete 
drawings

Proper tools Management

3 Working 
drawings

Equipment 
breakdown

Lack of 
material

Rework Inspection 
delay

Rework Job planning

4 Materials Drawing 
deficiencies

Instruction 
delays

Incompetent 
supervisors

Overcrowded 
work

Motivation

5 Motivation Lack of 
proper 

tools

Inspection 
delays

Instruction 
time

Interference 
between 

crews

Material 
availability

Strategy Organisation Operation Project Individual Total

Number 65 157 204 257 106 397

Percentage 16.37% 39.55% 51.39% 64.74% 26.7%

Table 6: Interrelationship between various tiers in the hierarchy structure

Strategy Organisation Operation Project Individual

Strategy 1 69.23% 36.92% 26.15% 20%

Organisation 28.66% 1 36.94% 33.1215 42.68%

Operation 11.76% 28.43% 1 78.92% 18.13%

Project 5.44% 20.23% 62.65% 1 19.84%

Individual 12.26% 63.21% 34.91% 48.11% 1

• A considerable amount of factors can influence the
productivity of the construction industry. Even though
the total number derived from current research is
397, we believe that there could be more added as
it is unlikely to be an exhaustive survey of all the
factors. These productivity factors can help practi-
tioners extend their view of productivity factors.

• Project level productivity factors are the most sig-
nificant. Key issues surrounding this area include
scheduling, material, tools and consumables, draw-
ing and etc.

• The second most significant area is all about a com-
pany’s operations and the factors in this category is
pretty similar to those at the project-level. The most
noticeable difference is that the former integrates
more concepts from management, whereas the
project-level factors are adjacent to technical aspects.

• The third in categorical ranking is organisational fac-
tors that would affect productivity. In this category,
factors are mainly about management, skills, train-
ing, and communication and so on. It can be found
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that more soft issues are included, implying that
companies cannot improve productivity without tak-
ing soft issues into account.

• The fourth tier is at the individual level, with such
important factors as motivation, moral, skills, and
etc. Compared with organisational factors, individual
level factors do not involve much management top-
ics and this is why its number is slightly lower.

• The last category is at the strategic level. However,
this by no means indicates those factors are least
important. On the contrary, they may be the most
important ones for senior managers or policymakers
to consider.

Regarding to the interrelationships between different tiers

in the hierarchy structure, a brief statistical summary

can be obtained as shown in Table 6. The logic in build-

ing the table is to help us capture a better understand-

ing of how closely those tiers are related in terms of

common productivity factors. For example, the tier ‘strat-

egy’ has 45 common factors with the tier ‘organisation’,

the relationship between strategy and organisation is

45/(the number of ‘strategy’ tier). It should be noted

that such an arrangement is two directional as the val-

ues of a pair are not necessarily reciprocal.

In Table 6, column variables are the denominators and

row variables are the numerators, in that, every cell in

the table represents the degree of similarities between

the corresponding row variable and column variable. For

instance, the value of the cell in row 2 column 3 indi-

cates 36.94% of all organisation factors are also in the

group of operation.

In principle, the greater the percentage value is, the

more similar two hierarchy tiers are. In the analysis, we

found the operation and project are the most closely

coupled concepts. This would indicate that if a manager

identifies some productivity factors in one category, the

other category is likely to be affected. Following this

logic, we identified the top five closely coupled tiers,

namely project-operation, organisation-strategy, organi-

sation-individual, operation-project, and individual-or-

ganisation. Thus, it could be concluded that, from a lit-

erature’s perspective, operational level and project level

productivity factors are intimately related and they are,

to some extent, similar to each other. This would indi-

cate that efforts to improve any factor in one category

are very likely to improve the other as well, so that, the

improvement can be coordinated. On the other hand,

the other three pairs all contain the concept of organisa-

tion, indicating that organisational factors are the core

for improving productivity.

2.4 Summary
In this section we briefly reviewed the definition of pro-

ductivity. In the simplest form, productivity is the ratio

between the input and output. The complex nature of

the construction industry determines that the input into

a construction project is so diverse that it ranges from

natural resources to working conditions, from human

efforts to capital investment. On the other hand, the

output of a construction project aims to meet client’s

requirement and thus involves people’s judgment. In this

sense, construction productivity is related to both ob-

jective entities and subjective influences and the under-

standing of this concept can cover different dimensions.

In that, whilst productivity can be described by a single

factor, such as labour or capital efficiency, multiple fac-

tors can provide a richer picture of the issue.

Without applicable measurement, the problems residing

in productivity cannot be fully addressed and thus this

section gives a brief review of existing productivity evalu-

ation methods. Although reaching a generic and univer-

sal measurement of construction is to some extent unre-

alistic, this does not mean practical methods are una-

vailable. The single factor productivity measurement has

various formats and can help decision makers capture

insights into how one variable influences the overall

productivity, whilst the total factor productivity meas-

urement endeavours to provide more comprehensive

information by integrating multiple factors into consid-

eration. Recent development in productivity measure-

ment, such as the throughput approach, relative meas-

urement, and target measurement, aim to integrate, de-

livers alternative approaches for practitioners in the con-

struction industry to investigate the productivity issue.

The majority of existing literature related to construc-

tion productivity has been devoted to investigating what

factor(s) influence construction productivity and how they

exert their influence. We have compiled a collection of

those productivity factors which is extensive. We fol-

lowed a hierarchic and case-specific approach to cat-

egorise those factors and constructed a hierarchy model

for readers to understand the essence of productivity

factor groupings. The importance of different levels of

productivity factors, namely strategic issues, organisa-

tional issues, operational issues, project issues, and in-

dividual issues, has been elicited and decision makers

can utilise this to benchmark their own organisation or

project. Knowledge and information that is accumulated

during this literature review formulates the basis of the

theoretical foundation of this research and future data

collection and analysis is based on work completed in

this phase.
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3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Our philosophical approach to the research is a

systemological interpretative perspective, in that we use

systems thinking and systems tools to make sense of

the data gathered from workshops and interviews s that

have been conducted with selected stakeholders.

3.1 The Research Loop
Stakeholder viewpoints are invaluable in systems ap-

proaches as they can provide insights not easily uncov-

ered by other techniques. So we conducted workshops

and interviews with selected stakeholders to probe the

barriers to productivity issues in NZ’s infrastructure con-

struction SME community. Whilst every interview was

useful, there was diversity in the richness of the data

gathered that did pose some methodological issues. The

approach taken was predominately qualitative and the

central approach used a grounded theory type of analy-

sis coupled with a learning cycle adapted from Kolb’s

model (Kolb, 1985). See Figure 7 for details.

At the beginning of the learning loop, data has to be

gathered and transcribed. Any memos, notes, or sum-

maries made during this phase will be of paramount

importance for the understanding of the contexts of each

individual interview. The next stage is called ‘reflective
observation’ by Kolb, which in effect requires the ana-

lysts to capture a more specific understanding of the

data. In order to do so, the analysts have to become

intimately familiar with data and can put some orders to

the data. The following stage is to grasp key concepts

from the interview data. According to Kolb, a concept is

‘a descriptor for an issue, movement, thought or pattern
of words that would be recognisable particularly to the

researcher’. Then, the analysts transform the knowledge

that is generated from the data to a format which can

be accessed by others. At this stage the analyst needs

to identify the emergence of patterns and to present it

in a robust way. It should be noted that this should be a

looped process, so that, the knowledge generated from

data analysis should be feedback to the participants for

reviewing.

3.2 Data gathering
All the interviews were undertaken between September

and November, 2009 and in total there are 32 interviews

with each spanning between 30 – 90 minutes. The inter-

viewers have considerable experience in conducting face-

to-face interviews and they had been given detailed in-

structions, question lists, and a checklist of productivity

factors to aid the process. The interview process was

recorded digitally, then transcribed and the transcripts

were checked by the interviewers. It should also be noted

that due to the confidentiality issue and ethical codes

for conducting qualitative research, all contributors to

this research remain anonymous. The output of this phase

is a collection of fully properly transcribed interviews. A

list of the interviews and transcripts are available on a

separate indexed CD-Rom.

 In addition to the interviews, two half-day workshops

were undertaken. One was with senior managers and

key stakeholders in the sector, from which rich-pictures

and concept maps generated. The second workshop

focussed on a set of practitioners from the SME sector,

consisting of owners or senior managers of small con-

struction enterprises.  In this workshop a directed dis-

cussion around key productivity topics was captured and

later mapped.  The workshops were intended to give a

Figure 7: Ground Theory – Kolb’s Learning Model (Kolb, 1985)

(Re)familiarisation with
data

Reordering or
summarising data

Checking concepts looking
for patterns, emergence

Building models upon
analysis

Collecting data

Extracting key
concepts
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broad overview of the issues so that an appropriate set

of interview questions could be designed. The output

from the workshops was analysed separately as the con-

text and questions were different to the interviews and

may have invalidated the interview analysis results.

3.3 The Trinity in Analytical
Methods Used
There are essentially three methods we used to analyse

and triangulate the interview data, though in practice

they overlap and supplement each other to some de-

gree:

1. Leximancer analysis of the complete text for auto-
matic generation of concepts and themes.

2. Grounded theory approach using NVivo software to
code words and concepts for each interview, which
build to form a hierarchy and from this a theory or
framework emerges

3. Concept mapping techniques and analysis, devel-
oped by Eden and Ackermann using Decision Ex-
plorer software.

Each technique will be described separately below.

LeximancerLeximancerLeximancerLeximancerLeximancer is a piece of software designed for qualita-

tive research and the analytical process is almost auto-

matic. Leximancer scrutinises the text content of docu-

ments and then visually displays the extracted informa-

tion in the form of concept maps which shows how the

data is related.  Essentially a word can be characterised

by the words that tend to appear near it, and not apart

from it. It is known that the appearance of a word is

correlated with the appearance of certain other words,

and this correlation has a range in terms of separation

before or after the target word in the stream of text. The

connections of different words produce a concept from

the text and the connection of the concepts produces

themes, see Smith & Humphreys (2006).

The main benefit of this process in this study is to give

an overview or map of the whole area of analysis, so

that we do not miss important areas in the more de-

tailed analysis, which is easy to do. It provides a survey

of the field and highlights trees, dips, hills and places of

interest.

However, the efficiency of automatic analysis does not

necessarily lead to robustness in the results and there-

fore the grounded theory analysis and concept mapping

are needed to supplement the result generated by this

automatic process. The following section will introduce

how the researchers conducted those two analyses.

3.3.1 Coding

After gathering enough data through interviews, the next

step is to code transcripts. With the view of creating

comprehensive understanding of SME productivity in the

context of NZ’s construction industry, coding interview

transcripts is of paramount importance. The researchers

have selected an open and structured process to con-

duct the coding practice, in that, interviewees’ transcribed

articulations have been analysed sentence by sentence

Figure 8: Data analysis procedure
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so as to extract the themes or concepts the interview-

ees tried to express. In doing so, such themes or con-

cepts are generalised and highlighted as key nodes in

the QSR NVivo environment, which is a popular qualita-

tive analysis software package and is adopted as the

analytical tool for this project. Figure 9 exhibits an ex-

ample of the NVivo interface on how to code the tran-

scripts.

As can be seen in Figure 9, interviewee’s verbal expres-

sions are represented in the bottom left column and the

nodes, which reflect the essence of individual concepts,

are in the bottom right column. The coded concepts and

sentences are highlighted in shadow brown and their

corresponding nodes are stressed by strips on their right

hand side. For instance, in the original transcript, the

interviewee said that ‘...productivity really comes down
to sort of making sure you are well organise(d), you
know you got a plan you go to and sort of making sure,
thinking through...’. This sentence reflects that in the

interviewee’s mind, the concept productivity is related

to being organised, being well planned, and being con-

siderate. In the coding practice, these concepts are high-

lighted and recorded as productivity, organisational skills,

plan, and decision-making competency respectively. The

interviewee’s expression of determination, or the term

‘make sure’, is coded as assurance. All of the codes are

highlighted with different colours.

The research accepts that the subtlety in every inter-

viewee’s sentences determines the richness of the final

output and in this regard it is necessary to try to include

as many nodes as possible. In order to do so, the knowl-

edge summarised in the literature review and analysts’

experiences are utilised to support this ‘open coding’

practice. However, since every individual interviewee can

have diversified expressions regarding a single concept,

it is very likely to create repetitive nodes during the

coding process. Therefore, the analysts have used a struc-

tured approach to code transcripts, in which relevant

nodes are combined into one. The result of this action is

that all nodes in effect formulate a list and this list can

be used as the benchmark to code new transcripts.

Moreover, the structure of the list and interrelationships

between nodes is the root of the grounded theory.

3.3.2 Mapping

At this stage, pair-wise relationships between nodes are

identified and recorded for each individual interview.

Specifically, it is the causal relationships between two

nodes to determine the mechanisms of a concept map.

Thus, we assign either positive or negative signs to every

link. Furthermore, when multiple concepts formulate a

closed circle, we can identify self-reinforcing loops and

self-balancing loops, the former being able to feedback

influences back to the loop and then propagate further

influences, whilst the latter having the capability to coun-

ter the effect of itself to force the loop to balance at a

certain state. After obtaining the information regarding

Figure 9: A NVivo screenshot for coding transcripts
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every node and the relationships among them, a con-

cept map can be arrived at. Having a concept map for

every interview not only allows analysts to capture a

view of the productivity issue, but also makes it possi-

ble for review purposes. In Figure 10 there is a sample

concept map that is derived from mapping exercises.

Detailed interpretation and application of concept map

analysis will be found in later sections.

3.3.3 Aggregating

The ‘aggregating’ stage is simply to integrate all concept

maps into a single map than can provide holistic views

of the research topic. The basic method for reaching

such a goal is to merge similar concepts from every

individual concept maps and keep the links. During this

practice, we have used the software Decision Explorer

to aggregate concept maps.

3.3.4 Analysing/decomposing

The aggregated concept map is indeed too complicated

to comprehend at the first glance. In fact there are more

than 500 concepts collected and represented in differ-

ent concept maps and  such richness in information is

beyond people’s capability to comprehend and there-

fore it is necessary to run certain quantitative analyses

to find the most important concepts and their mecha-

nisms. We have used Potency Analysis and Centrality

Analysis, which will be explained in later sections to

elicit the most significant individual concepts.

With the knowledge of the potent concepts derived from

interview data, we can then pick out the concepts that

are associated to a common theme to develop specific

models and we referred to this process as ‘Decompos-

ing’. In fact, those models are the ones that can reflect

the specific nature and mechanisms of the construction

productivity from a particular perspective. For example,

we can extract concepts relevant to ‘Training’ or ‘Man-

agement’ to build a ‘Training Model’ or ‘Management

Model’ for the sake of understanding sub-topics in de-

tails.

3.3.5 Reporting

Reporting the concept maps, the aggregate maps, the

models of individual topic and etc in a formal document

is important to circulate the research findings to audi-

ence. We have compiled the findings in this report.

3.3.6 Reviewing
The final stage of the data analysis process is to review

the results and findings and feed them back to the re-

port. This process is crucial in determining the validity

of the findings as participants’ inputs are always appre-

ciated by the project team.

3.4 Summary
In this section we introduced the general process of

collecting and analysing practical data. Generally the re-

searchers followed a Kolb’s learning cycle to design this

qualitative research and by examining different analyti-

cal methods we determined to adopt a triad of tech-

niques, in terms of Leximancer analysis, NVivo based

grounded theory analysis, and concept map analysis.

Leximancer can process transcripts automatically and

generate a map of key themes. In running this analysis,

an overview can be obtained as guidelines for the gen-

eral understanding of the investigated problem.  How-

ever, the subtlety residing in interview transcripts might

be lost during the automatic filtering process and thus

the robustness and validity of its findings might be ques-

tioned by critiques. In order to supplement these minor

loopholes, the researchers adopted grounded theory and

concept map analysis as complementary.

According to the researchers’ knowledge and experiences,

the grounded theory analysis and concept map analysis

can be conducted simultaneously with the same proce-

dure and the results from the two are complementary.

By considering the nature of this research, we designed

a seven-step process to deliver reliable and robust re-

sults. That is, individual transcripts are coded in NVivo

environment with a view to elicit the interrelationships

between words and sentences. Then, the essences of

interviews are modelled as analysed concept maps. Be-

cause of the quantity of data collected and the multifac-

eted nature of participants’ perspectives, we aggregated

every viable individual model together to formulate an

aggregate one to include all participants’ mental con-

structs and then decompose it with a view of under-

standing certain themes.
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Figure 10: An example of a concept map
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 The Results from
Leximancer
All the interview transcripts have been processed into

one analysis (see Figure 11), which shows the major

themes relating to productivity.

One can see from Figure 11 that there is a direct connec-

tion between productivity and business, plant, cost, time,

work and the job. Work is an important secondary theme,

which is highly connected to people, money and staff.

Training is also important as it is highly connected to

projects, skills and management. What is interesting

about training is that it is perceived (at least in the

minds of those interviewed) as significantly related to

productivity but somewhat separated from it. It is re-

vealing that projects, management, skills and staff are

grouped closely together but distant maybe because they

are less tangible than plant, cost or time.

To explore this connection a little more we have carried

out a pathway analysis to reveal exactly how the con-

nection is perceived from training to productivity, this is

shown in Figure 12.

The key pathway shown in Figure 12 is from training to

productivity which is:

   Training – Skills – People – Work – Productivity

Figure 11: Leximancer analysis showing the key themes from all the interviews

Figure 12: A pathway analyses
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This pathway is important as it suggests that training

should be designed to meet skills of people through

work to achieve productivity. This may seem intuitive to

those involved in training but is worth reinforcing here.

The themes in Figure 11 have been expanded to reveal

six major themes, namely productivity, work, industry,

business, plant and skills. This is shown in Figure 13

and the overlap between the themes is significant so

from this diagram we can see that productivity is per-

ceived as being more about business and plant than

training.

We also ran an analysis on just the interviews from within

a managed supply chain, to see if their world views of

productivity were different. These maps are shown be-

low in Figures 14 and 15.

Figure 14 shows all the key concepts that have emerged

(which are the solid circles - the bigger the circle the

more important it is) and the two central themes (the

large circles labelled productivity and people). The dark

directional line between productivity and training high-

lights the way that these two concepts are perceived to

be linked by interviewees.

There is considerable similarity, to the overall maps with

some additional interesting points:

1. Productivity is inextricably linked to people and in-
deed overlaps to a great extent in the minds of our
interviewees.

2. Training is linked through: management – people –
work – to productivity. Interestingly, skills is linked
by a different pathway namely, skills- industry- peo-

ple- work- productivity. It could be important that
skills and training are perceived differently in this
regard.

3. Productivity is seen as being closely related to money,
work, hours, cost, contract, problems and plant, (in-
dicated by the relative spatial position).

4. Training is seen as being closely associated with:
experience, site, industry and management. Whilst
skills is associated most with: management, people,
doing and working.

Figure 15 provides a different view of the same analysis

but this time the concepts have been suppressed and

the thematic connections expanded. Now we can ob-

serve some of the key issues arising in the study: qual-

ity, important, money, job, work, companies, time, peo-

ple, skills and training.

The location of the themes gives an overview of the

associations for example; training is now seen as close

to skills, people and time. Quality on the other hand is

adjacent to other themes such as important, work and

money, perhaps representing the classic quality, time,

cost dilemma in construction projects and suggesting

that money is seen as most important in relation to

productivity.

4.2 A summary of key factors

4.2.1 Statistical summary

By analysing interviewees’ transcripts, the researchers

elicited the top-ranked factors that are related to pro-

ductivity problems. Regarding to NVivo analysis, 519

factors have been mentioned by all participants and they

Figure 13: The six key themes relating to productivity and how they overlap
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have been identified 6115 times by the researchers dur-

ing the course of data analysis. The pie chart in Figure

16 shows how many times different individual factors

are referenced.

As can be seen in the figure above, the number of refer-

ences is skewed and thus not all factors are equally

important for all participants. In fact, the average number

of a factor being repeated by all interviewees is about

12 and only about 24% of the factors have reached or

exceeded the average level, indicating that interviewees

intentionally or intuitively emphasised on those impor-

tant factors in their mental constructs. Therefore, it is

necessary to elicit the relative importance of those fac-

tors and the research adopted a ranking approach to

understand this.

4.2.2 The ranking of factors – a comparison

The ranking of a factor depends on how many times

interviewees mentioned it. For example, the concept ‘pro-

ductivity’ appeared 349 times in different recorded oc-

casions and its number of references is higher than any

others so that it is ranked as the top. The result of this

statistical test is shown on the left half of Table 7. On

the other hand, we have built concept maps for each

individual transcript and aggregated them into a single

model that allows for more advanced analyses. Consid-

ering the nature of a complex problem, the more con-

nected a concept is, the more important it should be. In

this sense, we tested the concept maps to find out how

well a concept is connected to the others. The results

are demonstrated on the right-hand half in Table 7.

The results demonstrated in Table 7 showed consider-

able similarities of key issues but also some important

differences. Since the interviews are structured to inves-

tigate the productivity problem, the concept ‘productiv-

ity’ is ranked in the top positions. There are several

Figure 14: Leximancer map of the managed supply chain interviews

Figure 15: Managed supply chains
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other factors namely planning, organisation size, train-

ing and working experiences, which are ranked in top 10

with both methods. Considering the analytical methods

used in this research, these factors are considered well

developed and recognised by participants as influential

factors in the productivity problem.

On the other hand, the differences between the results

cannot be ignored. Those top 20 factors from concept

analysis that are not displayed in Table 7 include deci-

sion making (4), competency to deliver (7), work effi-

ciency (8), organisation culture (9), project management

(12), contract (13), relationship with clients (16), and prof-

itability (17). A major reason for the differences is em-

bedded in the fact that the frequency of a factor being

mentioned does not necessarily mean it is well con-

nected to all other concepts. That is, a frequently men-

tioned factor might only be related to a few, whereas a

factor with less presence in transcripts may actually be

well connected to many, leading to the differences in

rankings. Also, it can be found that those top ranked

factors identified by concept map analysis tend to be

more general and intangible, i.e. culture issues, which

are less likely to be mentioned in daily conversations.

This phenomenon is quite noticeable. For instance, the

participants did not mention the concept ‘middle man-

agement’ sufficiently to make it in the top 10. However,

the concept maps showed that it is the most connected

concept as it links various loops and concepts that go

beyond the understanding of a single person. The con-

cepts of ‘decision making’, ‘relationship with clients’,

and ‘profitability’ also belong to this category. Conversely,

communication is frequently emphasised by interview-

ees but its connectivity ranking is relatively low. The

reason might be that participants recognise communica-

tion as an issue yet don’t see the pervasive influence

beyond them individually.

Certainly the results shown in Table 7 can add new

insights in the productivity problems when they are com-

pared with the findings from the literature review.. Plan-

ning is regarded by both existing literatures and this

research as a key factor that influences productivity. The

significance of experiences and communication is also

agreed by many sources. In other words, the research

findings from this research can be partially validated by

literature. However, not all top-ranked factors identified

in the context of SMEs in the NZ’s construction industry

fit well to literatures. For example, only a small number

of references emphasise the concept ‘training’ and ‘or-

ganisation size’, probably because of the focus on larger

organisations. Also, the term training used in this re-

search includes multiple facets, such as skills, and there-

fore this could lead to the differences in the top ranked

factors when compared to literature. Finally, the varia-

tions in the top ranked factors only serve to provide a

richer understanding of productivity problem from dif-

ferent perspectives and are not intended to falsify the

validity of the results.

Figure 16: A pie chart of most frequently mentioned concepts
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4.3 The Hierarchy Model – A
Grounded Theory of SME
Construction Productivity
The researchers collected more than five hundred indi-

vidual concepts during the course of analysing interview

data and their basic structure and general interrelation-

ships are demonstrated in Figure 17.

In Figure 17, every node represents a collection of con-

cepts. For example, in the node ‘Communication’ there

are seven second tier nodes attached to it. It should be

noted here that for this map the arrows indicate causal

relationships whilst a line implies that two concepts are

related. Furthermore, different colours have different

meaning. The purple node, or the productivity node, is

the core of the research and it is unsurprisingly located

as the centre of the model. The green nodes symbolise

key clusters, whereas the pink ones denote those that

can be roughly allocated into different clusters. In spe-

cific, the way of workers do construction work is closely

associated with equipments and tools, which are part of

technology in the researchers’ codes, and uncertainty

plays an important role in daily work, leading to cluster

it with risk. In practice, daily work is measured and su-

pervised and thus this general group ‘the way of work-

ing’ is composed of measurement, risk and technology.

Further, it is people who deliver construction products

and they formulate another group to influence the way

of working. As echoed by literatures and the results of

Leximancer analysis, trainings and skills are related to

human factors but with a noticeable distance. Moreover,

when a group of people is gathered together with par-

ticular purposes, they should be managed and this would

lead to a new group of concepts. As interviewees re-

flected, the most significant issues in this group is plan-

ning, which is also termed as job design, and communi-

cating and coordinating people. At a macro level, more

issues can be involved in and they are organised in

surrounding of the organisation issues. In this general

group, issues, such as training, HR, culture and etc, are

included. Additionally, this model is not purely based on

hierarchical understanding of different factors as the in-

terrelatedness of issues determining the behaviour of

the model is complex per se.

4.3.1 Linking literatures to the research
findings

Figure 6 demonstrated how we have categorised the

various influencing factors that are gathered in litera-

tures into five tiers, in terms of strategy, organisation,

Table 7: Ranking comparison of interview versus concept mapping

Top factors drawn from NVivo No. of References Ranking Ranking in concept  

map analysis

Productivity 349 1 2

Planning 141 2 3

Working experience 141 3 10

Training 139 4 5

Communication 112 5 18

Organisation size 99 6 6

Supervision 90 7 20+

Equipment 87 8 20+

Contractors or subcontractor 71 9 15

Engaging people 70 10 20+

Motivation 63 11 14

Middle management 62 12 1

Staff turnover 62 13 11

Measurement 62 14 20+

Incentive 59 15 20

Understanding of the task 58 16 20+

Satisfaction 52 17 20+

Ownership 52 18 19

Pricing strategy 48 19 20+

Uncertainty 48 20 20+
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operation and individual. However, we would reinforce

the point that since most of the literature studies are

not about the SMEs in the NZ’s construction industry,

that the comparison can only be utilised as general guid-

ance to tackling the productivity problem.

However, by taking account of the interrelationships

between different factors, which are shown in Figure 18,

the research provides a basis to modify the general lit-

erature so as to relate it to the context of the SMEs in

construction industry. In Figure 18, the links between

literature and the preliminary research findings are shown.

The hierarchical structure created for the factors that are

collected from the literature review is illustrated on the

left-hand side of Figure 18. From a practitioners’ view-

point, those factors mentioned by academics as strat-

egy or organisation are in fact interpreted as organisa-

tional issues. Further, when people in practice talk about

‘managing’, it is actually related to different levels in an

enterprise. At a broad level, the organisation has to

manage its staff, finance, etc; at operational level, man-

agers take the responsibility for dealing with more rou-

tine requirements; at project level, project managers have

to assure the delivery of a project. Moreover, when prac-

titioners talk about work, they try to specify how to do

a job, which can be reflected at operation and project

level. Additionally, those topics in literature at individual

level are talked as human factors by participants and

the difference between researcher and practitioners’ per-

ceptions is insignificant. Finally, the concept group of

‘productivity’, which is the most frequently referenced in

this research, covers all groups of factors that are elic-

ited in the literatures and thus its range is the widest.

In general, we found that practitioners in the SMEs in

NZ’s construction industry hold a relatively unique view

towards productivity problem when compared with their

counterparts in other countries and regions. By consid-

ering the specific nature of the NZ’s construction indus-

try and practitioners’ unique perspectives, our research

proposes a holistic hierarchical model, shown below.

4.3.2 The hierarchical model

The first tier in the model in Figure 19, is termed Produc-

tivity. As discussed earlier the concept of productivity is

complex and different people attach different meanings

Figure 17: The factor model generated from NVivo analysis

Figure 18: Linking literatures and research findings
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to it. For contractors, productivity implies ‘work efficiently

and deliver in time’, whilst clients expand the meaning

to include ‘the quality of construction output is an es-

sential part of productivity’. On the other hand, health

and safety (H&S) is thought to be an integral part of

being productive and environmental issues become

emerging concerns for both clients and regulators. These

different perspectives demonstrate the complexity in-

herent in productivity.

The second tier or grouping of concept is Quality Work.

For interviewees this means, the availability of tools and

equipment; rework; human errors; changes to original

plan; and disruptions. Management, a general and ubiq-

uitous term dominating many interviews, can be par-

tially located into this domain. Planning is of critical

importance to the quality of work and without a good

plan productivity can never be achieved in practice. Com-

munication and coordination are also key to the quality

of work, especially when multiple parties are involved in

a project. Additionally, such factors as environment,

working conditions, and project complexity can all be

grouped in this category. The common attribute of this

sort of factor is that they cannot be fully controlled by

the workforce.

Quality PeopleQuality PeopleQuality PeopleQuality PeopleQuality People

Construction work relies heavily on human factors and

quality people. The data analysis reinforces this argu-

ment and an emerging picture of how human factors

affect the work can be suggested. Firstly motivation,

which covers a wide range of more specific factors, is a

key determinant for quality. The income level, financial

incentives and bonuses exert considerable influences

on workers’ commitment to their jobs. Domestic and

personal issues cause absenteeism and this has a ripple

effect on productivity. On the other hand, team spirit

seems to improve an employees’ feeling of belonging

and in turn this leads to commitment to their daily job,

pride in the work and self-esteem.

Other important human factors are related to skills and

experience. Construction work is partly based on trained

skills and partly based on experiences that are accumu-

lated through working. Without both there is a perceived

drop in the worker’s competency of doing quality work.

Training is in turn linked to demographic attributes, such

as education background, age, gender and ethnicity. Many

interviewees agreed that diversity in workforce is impor-

tant and that, workers with different and complemen-

tary skills can collaborate to create a desirable working

climate to enhance productivity.

Quality OrganisationQuality OrganisationQuality OrganisationQuality OrganisationQuality Organisation

The last tier includes concepts such as culture, organi-

sation size and company policies which are essentially

related to the concept of organisation. However, at this

level there are two distinctive subgroups of factors, one

being composed of issues inside the boundary of an

organisation and the other being issues that are outside

of a construction SME. Business vision, leadership, own-

ership of the business, corporate structure and so on

determines the quality of an organisation. Many inter-

viewees agreed that better employees are attracted to

better organisations and vice versa. On the other hand,

clients, government regulators, unions, agencies are all

stakeholders and can also influence an organisation.

In summary, the hierarchical structure exhibited in Fig-

ure 19 is a revised version of the literature-based hierar-

chical model in Figure 6. It includes participants’ insights

into the specific nature of the New Zealand’s construc-

tion industry. The model in Figure 17 helps to capture

how productivity is influenced by various factors but it

does not represent how these factors interact with each

other. To understand these important linkages and mecha-

nisms the research now focuses on the relationships

between factors and attempts to create a model that

can show the dynamic interactions between the key fac-

tors of  productivity.

4.3.3 Dynamic Productivity Model for the
SMEs in NZ’s Construction Industry

The high level dynamic productivity model, which is

grounded in the research data, is shown in Figure 20.

To explore the dynamics of the productivity problem, it is

necessary to understand what influences productivity and

how this in turn affects the other parts of the system.

A noticeable dynamic that negatively impacts the SME

construction sector is that many companies are strug-

gling to survive and they do not have enough resources

to develop or grow, simply because of low profit mar-

gins. Without the adequate level of profitability a com-

pany is not sustainable and cannot improve, develop orFigure 19: productivity hierarchical structure
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grow. They are more likely to fail and experience is lost

and quality work is endangered. The sector ends up in,

what one interviewee describes as ‘a dog eat dog world’.

This damaging self-reinforcing loop amplifies the effect

of low profitability and needs to be broken.

As reflected by participants, various external forces can

influence the productivity – work – people – organisa-

tion structure. Even if a company did its best within its

own capability, productivity is still subjective to external

factors that are almost impossible to manage by a sin-

gle enterprise. A well organised sector on the other hand

can moderate some of the worst fluctuations and influ-

ences, particularly if the clients and regulators can pro-

vide more transparency in the process of pricing, bid-

ding and approvals.

Since the productivity problem is complex, especially

when human factors are involved, it is unwise to expect

a simple or one-off solution to enhance productivity.

Instead of attempting to solve the productivity problem

by addressing one or a few factors, a holistic interven-

tion is needed.

4.4 Areas for Interventions
So far, participants’ knowledge and insights have been

generalised and summarised in the models culminating

in the dynamic productivity model. One interpretation of

this model is that the importance of five areas shall be

recognised, in terms of the construction work, the work-

ers, the project management, the management teams,

and the view towards the industry.

4.4.1 The nature of the construction industry
determines the level of productivity

Unlike manufacturing or agricultural industries, construc-

tion work is not very automated, modulated or repeat-

able, and therefore each individual project tends to have

its unique issues and properties.

The physical working condition in the construction in-

dustry is an issue as workers are directly exposed to any

adverse weather conditions, such as high temperature,

relative high humidity, severe rain and wind speed. Also,

unsafe conditions, accidents and physical site constraints

all reduce productivity.

These physical and tangible influences tend to produce

what both literature and our models indicate is that ‘the

availability of materials, equipment and tools is a direct

constraint to improved productivity’. Some of this is due

to capital investment but much of it is due to poor plan-

ning, coordination or communication. Indeed good prac-

tice suggests that if contingency planning is in place

then work crews have other productive tasks to do, such

as maintenance or health & safety activities.

4.4.2 Issues related to labour are key to
enhance productivity.

Unsurprisingly, our research findings show that many

factors that significantly influence productivity are closely

related to labour issues, with motivation being probably

the most central. Some of the key motivational factors

raised in the interviews were tangible incentives such as

wages, salaries and working environment, but also softer

Figure 20: Dynamic Productivity model
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concepts such as self esteem, public image, job satis-

faction and the prospective future employment.

Furthermore, one common consensus from the construc-

tion industry is that the competency to deliver a project

is determined by the quality of the workforce and the

number of qualified workers can be assigned to this

project. Historically, companies tend to employ more

labour in booming periods and then lay off some

workforce during the down cycle. This approach is widely

adopted by companies even though managers do real-

ise the fundamentals are unsustainable. This unpredict-

able nature of SME continuity of employment does im-

pact the attractiveness of the sector to quality new re-

cruits. Perhaps some scheme to easily transfer good

workers between companies could be designed and

managed by the industry.

There was evidence that motivation and productivity was

easily dragged down by a few disgruntled or negative

employees; drugs, alcohol, racial and gender prejudice

were all contributory factors to a poor working environ-

ment.

4.4.3 Project management is essential in
guaranteeing productivity.

Project management is highly connected to the concept

of productivity in our models; the notions of planning

time, quality, reducing waste, health and safety, and cost

control. Many interviewees suggested that applying ba-

sic project management knowledge and techniques would

be helpful in enhancing productivity. There are clearly

different levels of project management required in SMEs

from basic time management to more advanced quality

concepts. A structured project management training pro-

gramme would provide a solid foundation for improved

productivity.

4.4.4 Enhancing the competency in the
middle management can positively influence
productivity.

In an SME, middle management plays a crucial role be-

tween the foreman and the owners. From the interviews

the concept ‘middle management’ is closely coupled with

a manager’s generic management skills, organisation and

coordination skills, interpersonal skills and communica-

tion skills. Helping these managers enhance their gen-

eral management competency would significantly help

solve many of the productivity problems. These key

members of staff are often undervalued, poached by

other industries and part of the aging workforce: so an

emphasis should be placed on training a new genera-

tion of technically competent, whilst updating the capa-

bility of project and company managers who are cur-

rently employed by the industry.

This is a significant shift in thinking for trainers and SME

owners who tend to focus on imparting technical skills.

Moreover, improvement in management competency can-

not be achieved in the short-run as educational back-

ground and experience are also key determinants in

management ability. However, this is a potent and achiev-

able intervention that could reap immediate improve-

ments. There are also many additional linked benefits

created of injecting generic management skills into the

SME management including, improved motivation, com-

munication, quality and creating a better work environ-

ment to attract good, new recruits. Poaching of good

people from the industry will always be an issue, par-

ticularly with favourable salaries in Australia, but from a

national perspective this provides benefits.

4.4.5 A supply chain view is required to
overhaul productivity

An unproductive day on an infrastructure project site is

unlikely to be caused by a single issue or party. Suppli-

ers, clients, contractors and subcontractors can all exert

influences on the progress of a project and if any party

fails to be productive, the overall productivity can be

dragged down significantly. A key reason for this is that

SMEs have minimum control over other parties, unlike a

large integrated contractor with contract managers and

long-term work streams. One option is to educate and

promote the importance of supply chain management and

in particular sharing information if necessary to help one

part of the chain catch up so as to improve everybody’s

progress. By doing so, SMEs could understand the impor-

tance and how their productivity can affect others, lead-

ing to a self-motivated productivity improvement.

It is perhaps the clients of infrastructure construction

that hold the key to supply chain productivity, more

than anyone else. Many industry reports, such as the

Egan Report, have urged the adoption of a client led

approach and recommend public clients should play a

leading role in this. This will need a change to the way

projects are procured, including the abandonment of

lowest cost tendering. This may also help reduce the

worst effects of boom bust cycles too.

4.5 Summary
Based on participants’ insights and knowledge, the re-

searchers have adopted Leximancer as the analytical tool

to give an overview of the productivity problem.

In order to capture an in-depth and comprehensive under-
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standing of productivity problem, we employed the

grounded-theory to process data and built models based

on the results. As demonstrated in section 4.3, factors

that can affect productivity can be allocated into a hier-

archical structure with four tiers. Firstly, productivity has

multiple meanings and many factors, such as H&S, qual-

ity, cost, and etc, are integral part to the problem. Sec-

ondly, productivity is directly associated with construc-

tion work and thus quality work is the determinant to

productivity. Thirdly, it is people who deliver work and

thus they are linked to productivity via their work.

Fourthly, organisations are formulated by people and

how well people are organised and managed determine

the productivity in a more delicate way.

The specific dynamics of construction productivity are

reflected by participants’ interviews and they are gener-

alised in the model in Figure 19. The complex and dy-

namic nature of the construction productivity, as can be

seen from the model, is determined by the involvement

of various factors as well as the number of loops that

link those factors. The core of different loops is essen-

tially composed of productivity and profitability, the two

being in a self-reinforcing loop. In that, an increase in

productivity can lead to an increase in profitability, fi-

nally increasing productivity further. This is also valid

when a decrease is identified in this loop. Work, people,

organisation, and external parties are all involved in

certain loops that are influenced by productivity and

profitability.

The implication of the dynamic productivity model is

significant to this research. The complex nature of the

productivity problem requires people to think bigger.

Also, expecting to solve this problem with one-off effort

is unrealistic. Further, it indicates five areas that need

improvement, in terms of the work, the people, the project

management, the middle management, and thinking dif-

ferently.

Regarding to the interventions needed to improve pro-

ductivity, detailed rationales have been given in this

section. However, due to the limitations of grounded

theory, specific recommendation cannot be purely based

on the generalised models that are illustrated in this

section. The next chapter will demonstrate how to use

concept analysis and dynamic modelling techniques to

derive recommendations for interventions.
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5 ANALYSIS5 ANALYSIS5 ANALYSIS5 ANALYSIS5 ANALYSIS

5.1 Linking grounded theory to
concept maps
As stated in section 3.3, the research uses grounded

theory and concept mapping methods simultaneously

in the analysis phase, with three aggregated concept

maps being produced based on more than thirty indi-

vidual ones. Since every relationship mentioned by par-

ticipants during the interview process has been recorded

and then modelled in individual concept maps, the ag-

gregated map enables us to analyse how factors influ-

ences each other. In such analysis, the non-linear rela-

tionships between factors can be exhibited and their

influences to the whole system can be elicited. The

number of factors and relationships collected during the

interview process is extremely high and the resulting

interactions map is very complex, so only the high-level

map is presented here.

The analysis of the maps attempts to identify the key

concepts and this is done by looking at a combination

of the most connected and central nodes. From the key

nodes it is then possible to identify the most potent

nodes, which are the nodes that most influence those

top key nodes. Indeed these become useful factors to

look at for influencing the key factors and are often

useful intervention points in the system as they have

high leverage. (The term ‘most’ here indicates only a

small proportion when compared to the whole popula-

tion. In the analysis, we selected 5% as the benchmark

to decide whether a factor is Key or Potent.) The key

and potent factors are categorised into five areas in

Table 8 below: these have been elicited and used in

theory building in section 4.4.

The results are visually presented, with the key factors

and their interrelationships being shown in Figure 21,

and the most potent factors and their connections be-

ing exhibited in Figure 22.

The structure of the concept model in Figure 21 is con-

siderably more complex than that in Figure 22 because

of the number of connections and potential loops in the

system of nodes. With the understanding of central key

and potent concepts and their interrelationships, the

researchers can explore the system of influence further

by developing a systems dynamics model, shown in Fig-

ure 23. This model is complete in so much as it repre-

sents the system under consideration. The faint nodes

represented by <node name>, is simply a way to portray

connections without crossover lines and have no influ-

ence in the model. The direction of the arrows is impor-

tant in this model as (A→B) means more of A will lead

to more of B and less of A will lead to less of B.  The

–ve sign over an arrow (A→B) means that more of A

would lead to less of B.

Now that we have modelled the dynamics of the system

we can revert back to the detailed analysis and in par-

Table 8: Key and Potent factors in SME productivity influences

Five areas for interventions Key Factors Potent Factors

The Work Productivity, contract, 
profitability, cost, work 
efficiency, decision making, 

working hours

Thinking style, subjective 

influences

The People Working experience, 
competency to deliver, 
motivation, incentive, 
satisfaction, commitment to 

work, quality of workforce

Education background, 
personal influence, 

The Project Management Planning, project 
management, contractors 

or subcontractors

Coordination, manager 
intervention, management 

skills, interpersonal skills

The Middle Management Middle management and 

supervision

Hierarchy influences, 
manager influence, 

organisation policies

The Holistic View Organisation culture, 
organisation size, staff 
turnover, training, 

ownership

Organisational skills, team 
building, training design, 

training course, social culture

–
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Figure 21: The Key factors in SME productivity influences

Figure 22: The Potent factors in SME productivity influences
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ticular the key and potent nodes identified in Table 8

above, with a view to understand potentially important

linkages.

5.2 The work itself
In this category, work efficiency, working hours, cost,

contract and profitability are closely associated with pro-

ductivity and we can identify several influential loops.

1. A higher productivity means a company has more
competiveness and better reputation compared to
others. Clients will contract projects to this sort of
company and therefore they can win more contracts.
With more contracts, a company can have more se-
curity and hence plan for the future better, leading
to more work efficiencies. As reflected by many in-
terviewees, uncertainty in construction industry pro-
hibits SMEs thinking about a long term strategy and
companies only focus on survival.

2. Productivity, cost, profitability, motivation, and work
efficiency form a powerful feedback loop. That is,
when profitability is low, the company has very lim-
ited resources to reward employees. Without suffi-
cient incentives to keep them going, employees may
not be satisfied with their work, especially when the
physical working condition is taken into account, and

hence the motivation level is lowered. In turn, they
are not committed to work and so their efficiency is
poor, leading to underperformed productivity. The
consequence is that cost is higher and profitability
is lower. In this regard, if this vicious loop keeps
running, productivity will be in an ever decreasing
trend until the company goes out of business.

3. Work efficiency, working hours, cost, profitability and
motivation can form a self-reinforcing loop. This loop
does necessarily involve productivity in the first place
but does affect productivity in a long run. When work
efficiency is low, which might be caused by human
errors, rework, or bad planning, workers have to
spend more time on a project and the project, lead-
ing to cost overruns and low productivity. Such a
scenario has a double affect on labour – on one
hand, they may get frustrated by long working hours
or physical tiredness; on the other, they cannot get
proper reward for their work, both making produc-
tivity lower and lower.

5.3 The people
It can be shown in Figure 23 that there are several loops

involving people and productivity and by understanding

them decision makers can make better intervention strat-

egies. First of all, motivation, competency to deliver,

Figure 23: A systems dynamic model of SME productivity problem
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productivity and profitability are in a positive feedback

loop. That is, when people get motivated, they will com-

mit more to their work, improving the overall compe-

tency to meet requirements. In turn, the productivity is

overhauled and, as demonstrated in section 5.2, this

will increase profitability. With more funds available,

companies have more freedom to incentivise employ-

ees, making them more motivated. De-motivated em-

ployees are not likely to commit to work and hence

cannot meet targets, thereby reducing productivity and

hurting profitability further. The consequence is that the

company cannot have enough resources for financial

reward and the motivation level can be even lower.

Moreover, incentive, satisfaction, motivation are always

in the same loop to influence productivity. This has pro-

found implications for SME companies in that incentives

are not the direct driving force for motivation and it is

satisfaction that really matters. If a company has limited

financial resource for incentives, it is possible to increase

employees’ satisfaction level by other means, e.g. team

spirit.

Additionally, working experience, quality of workforce,

productivity, profitability and staff turnover can propa-

gate a single factor’s influences back into the whole

system. As agreed by most interviewees, construction

work needs experience and such experiences are assets

to a company. In other words, experience is part of the

quality of the workforce. The longer an employee stays

with a company, the more experience they accumulate

and the higher quality work they produce. In this regard,

if the quality of the workforce is getting better it could

result in the company achieving a sustainable mode for

development.

5.4 Project management skills
Project management is perhaps one of the most influen-

tial areas in productivity problems. It has been identi-

fied that equipping managers with sufficient project

management knowledge can hugely enhance productiv-

ity. Generally speaking, the concept ‘project manage-

ment’ can influence productivity both inside and out-

side of the boundary of an SME. Internally, when project

management is improved, managers can have more op-

tions to plan a project better and thus enhance work

efficiency. Then, those self-reinforcing loops involving

productivity and profitability can take effect by amplify-

ing the effect the positive signal caused by enhanced

work efficiency.

One significant consequence of these loops is that the

organisation can have more and more resources for train-

ing. In that, managers and employees can receive more

knowledge and increase their levels of skills. With newly

gained knowledge and skills, the project management

ability is further increased and hence propagates the

positive influences back into the system. However, this

loop does not always stay positive as when the func-

tionality of project management is deteriorated, the whole

loop can drag the performance of the company further

back.

In many cases, a project environment in construction

industry indicates more multiple contractors or subcon-

tractors are involved. In this sense, project management

should deal with external stakeholders more effectively.

If a company can handle external parties properly, its

competency to deliver a task is improved. As a conse-

quence, productivity can be elevated and better profit-

ability is expected as a return. With more financial

strengths, the company can sustain its employment struc-

ture by reducing the turnover rate of staffs. Moreover, it

is easier to attract new employees, expanding the size

of the organisation gradually.

Generally, the bigger the company is, the more powerful

it is in controlling projects. That is, the company has

more strength in managing a project and can go through

another iteration of productivity-profitability-organisation

size loop. This loop also indicates that if the company is

in a weakening position, its project management ability

can decrease further by the leaking of controllability.

When it has insufficient stake to collaborate with other

participants, it will go through an even faster track to

lose competiveness and finally goes out of business.

5.5 Generic middle
management skills
In the systems dynamic model in Figure 23, the concept

‘middle management and supervision’ is directly con-

nected to the concept of ‘project management’, imply-

ing that company-level management is realised through

daily project management practices and all loops that

may influence project management can affect ‘middle

management and supervision’. Or, in other words, the

concept ‘middle management and supervision’ uses

‘project management’ as an agent to influence the over-

all system. Therefore, improving ‘middle management

and supervision’ can be very powerful. As shown in Ta-

ble 8, several factors have already been identified as

influential variables, such as hierarchical pressure. The

concept map analysis reveals that there are more fac-

tors that could help decision makers improve manage-

ment capability of their organisations, such as improv-

ing management skills and organisational culture.
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5.6 The holistic view
The research results show that many issues are beyond

the scope of those points mentioned above and a holis-

tic approach is needed. As shown in Figure 22, the turno-

ver of staff, training, and social culture exist as promi-

nent factors that affect productivity indirectly. That is, if

human interventions in these areas can make those fac-

tors evolve towards a desirable and benign direction,

productivity problem can be solved gradually. In this

sense, the researchers recommend the following three

areas for decision makers to make change: staff turno-

ver, training and supply chain management.

5.7 Summary
Following the analysis of participants’ interview data,

the themes reduced to five key areas for attention,

namely: the work itself, the people, project manage-

ment, middle management, and the holistic view, for

specific recommendations for interventions. The com-

plex mental constructs of participants have been mod-

elled as concept maps and then the key factors were

identified. We found that the most connected factors, or

key factors are directly related to the low productivity

symptom and the most potent factors provide interven-

tions for change. Furthermore, a systems dynamics model

was developed to aid the understanding of the interac-

tions of the key factors.
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6 RECOMMENDATIONS6 RECOMMENDATIONS6 RECOMMENDATIONS6 RECOMMENDATIONS6 RECOMMENDATIONS

There are four broad areas for improvement, and to reit-

erate these need to be implemented together for maxi-

mum possibility of success.

6.1 Improving the efficiency of
the work itself
a) Develop a networkDevelop a networkDevelop a networkDevelop a networkDevelop a network of reliable and trusted sub-con-

tractors and partners.

b) More effective planningMore effective planningMore effective planningMore effective planningMore effective planning in the delivery and place-
ment of equipment and materials to avoid double
handling and aid sequencing of work.

c) Pre-workPre-workPre-workPre-workPre-work using pre-moulded materials, such as pre-
cast concrete, and standardised products.

d) Develop manualsDevelop manualsDevelop manualsDevelop manualsDevelop manuals and/or working procedures and
circulate to workers.

e) Use IT systems, communication and planning soft-Use IT systems, communication and planning soft-Use IT systems, communication and planning soft-Use IT systems, communication and planning soft-Use IT systems, communication and planning soft-
warewarewarewareware more.

f ) Use downtime and idle time betterUse downtime and idle time betterUse downtime and idle time betterUse downtime and idle time betterUse downtime and idle time better for maintenance
of tools & equipment and web based training or
tool box talks.

g) Have a backup planHave a backup planHave a backup planHave a backup planHave a backup plan or contingency for bad weather
or other delays.

h) Better communicationsBetter communicationsBetter communicationsBetter communicationsBetter communications across the industry sector.
Information regarding project proposals and future
plans are crucial for SMEs to evaluate their capacity
to make rational bid.

i) QualityQualityQualityQualityQuality should be specified and properly assessed
in bid and contracts.

j) Pricing strategyPricing strategyPricing strategyPricing strategyPricing strategy should be reviewed by both con-
tractors and clients.

k) The role of clientsThe role of clientsThe role of clientsThe role of clientsThe role of clients, especially those in public sec-
tors, shall play leading roles in changing practices.

l) CostCostCostCostCost controlcontrolcontrolcontrolcontrol cannot be overlooked by the SMEs.

6.2 Improving competency of
people to deliver
a) Improve the level of technical skills. Improve the level of technical skills. Improve the level of technical skills. Improve the level of technical skills. Improve the level of technical skills.  This research

suggests that  workers in the SME construction in-
dustry should better be equipped with both specific
skills and generic skills.

b) DiversityDiversityDiversityDiversityDiversity is an advantage.  Many participants reflect
that the workforce in the industry is aging and it is
becoming difficult to attracting qualified young peo-
ple into the industry. There are very few females

working in the industry and ethnic groups are not
fully represented.

c) Workforce stabilityWorkforce stabilityWorkforce stabilityWorkforce stabilityWorkforce stability needs to be improved. Although
the recruiting and sacking employees is normal, a
high turnover rate can be harmful to companies and
the industry sector.

d) SupportSupportSupportSupportSupport and supervisionsupervisionsupervisionsupervisionsupervision are an integral part of com-
petency to deliver. When an emergimg situation oc-
curs on site, managers should be able to provide
instant support or intervention. Solving problems
promptly can stop trivial problems escalating.

e) TeambuildingTeambuildingTeambuildingTeambuildingTeambuilding is essential for employees to gain the
feelingfeelingfeelingfeelingfeeling ofofofofof belongingbelongingbelongingbelongingbelonging and hence commit more to work.
Since a large proportion of SMEs in the construction
industry are family owned, it is difficult for those
employees who are not family members to feel they
are integral part of the company.

f ) The influencesinfluencesinfluencesinfluencesinfluences ofofofofof peerpeerpeerpeerpeer workersworkersworkersworkersworkers affect onsite produc-
tivity significantly. High absenteeism puts a strain
on other workers resulting in low productivity and
inertia.

g) WorkingWorkingWorkingWorkingWorking stressstressstressstressstress cannot be overlooked by SME man-
agers. Though many interviewees mentioned drink-
ing, smoking and drug abusing are always associ-
ated with construction workers, the cause for this
phenomenon is not well understood.

h) Equality and prideEquality and prideEquality and prideEquality and prideEquality and pride shall be reinforced in the industry
and workplace. As reflected by interviewees, work-
ers are more productive when they work in public
areas, such as roads, because people can recognise
the importance of their work and they have to work
harder. Their psychological pride forces them to be
productive.

i) Attracting young peopleAttracting young peopleAttracting young peopleAttracting young peopleAttracting young people with better education back-
ground could be a viable solution for productivity
improvement.

j) Educating Educating Educating Educating Educating and training training training training training employees can enhance their
quality and productivity.

6.3 Training in project
management at all levels
a) FlexibilityFlexibilityFlexibilityFlexibilityFlexibility is a powerful advantage for an SME when

competing with larger rivals.

b) CommunicationCommunicationCommunicationCommunicationCommunication is necessary to good coordination..
Modernised IT system can help to enhance commu-
nication.
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c) Organisational skillsOrganisational skillsOrganisational skillsOrganisational skillsOrganisational skills should be improved.

d) Adopt commonAdopt commonAdopt commonAdopt commonAdopt common proceduresproceduresproceduresproceduresprocedures and best practices practices practices practices practices for
planning.

e) ContingencyContingencyContingencyContingencyContingency and uncertainty planningplanningplanningplanningplanning.

f ) Improve analyticalImprove analyticalImprove analyticalImprove analyticalImprove analytical skillsskillsskillsskillsskills. Although experience is an
integral part of project management, rational deci-
sions should be based on analyses, instead of sub-
jective perceptions

g) Develop and promote learningDevelop and promote learningDevelop and promote learningDevelop and promote learningDevelop and promote learning skillsskillsskillsskillsskills as this makes
for good project managers.

6.4 Strengthen middle
management skills for SMEs
owners and key staff
a) Improve SME manager’s ability to communicationcommunicationcommunicationcommunicationcommunication and

coordinationcoordinationcoordinationcoordinationcoordination

b) Managers should be trained in how to motivatehow to motivatehow to motivatehow to motivatehow to motivate
employees effectively, and shown different ap-
proaches.

c) Developing a clear business visionDeveloping a clear business visionDeveloping a clear business visionDeveloping a clear business visionDeveloping a clear business vision is important for
long-term development of the company.

d) Train in quality techniques and how to write proce-quality techniques and how to write proce-quality techniques and how to write proce-quality techniques and how to write proce-quality techniques and how to write proce-
dures and policiesdures and policiesdures and policiesdures and policiesdures and policies.

e) The numbernumbernumbernumbernumber ofofofofof employeesemployeesemployeesemployeesemployees managed by a manager
shall be reviewed and assessed.

f ) Managers should learn about proper delegation ofproper delegation ofproper delegation ofproper delegation ofproper delegation of
responsibilityresponsibilityresponsibilityresponsibilityresponsibility to employees.

g) Training in ContinuousContinuousContinuousContinuousContinuous improvementimprovementimprovementimprovementimprovement and related tech-
niques should be provided.

h) SustainabilitySustainabilitySustainabilitySustainabilitySustainability should be adopted as a criterion for
decision-making, not short term profit.

6.5 A holistic, multi-faceted,
industry level approach is
required
The turnover rate of staff depends on both sides of an

employment contract, that is, the employer and the

employee. Employers can sack an employee for diverse

reasons, such as the position is redundant, long term

poor performance, big mistakes, or disciplinary issues.

On the other hand, an employee may quit the company

voluntarily, i.e. the pay is not as good as other employ-

ers or lack of interests in working with the company. No

matter which scenario is dominant, the changes in em-

ployment structure are costly to both employer and

employee. In order to reduce the impact of the instabil-

ity in workforce from an employer’s viewpoint, the re-

searchers would address three areas, alongside with those

recommendations for motivation and commitment, for

decision makers to make interventions.

• Reduce staff and worker turnover rateReduce staff and worker turnover rateReduce staff and worker turnover rateReduce staff and worker turnover rateReduce staff and worker turnover rate

• Ease the mobility Ease the mobility Ease the mobility Ease the mobility Ease the mobility between companies

• Provide a clear careercareercareercareercareer pathwaypathwaypathwaypathwaypathway for employees.

• Industry and  government need to promote the role
of entrepreneurshipentrepreneurshipentrepreneurshipentrepreneurshipentrepreneurship and its value to the society  and
economy to  encourage  a new generation of con-
struction related enterprises.

• Improve prestige of qualificationsualificationsualificationsualificationsualifications or certificatescertificatescertificatescertificatescertificates
awarded as incentives for training courses.

• Training coursesTraining coursesTraining coursesTraining coursesTraining courses should be more experientially basedexperientially basedexperientially basedexperientially basedexperientially based.

• Use modern on-line learning to attract young IT liter-Use modern on-line learning to attract young IT liter-Use modern on-line learning to attract young IT liter-Use modern on-line learning to attract young IT liter-Use modern on-line learning to attract young IT liter-
ate workers.ate workers.ate workers.ate workers.ate workers.

• TargetedTargetedTargetedTargetedTargeted skillsskillsskillsskillsskills should be better delivered in training
courses. Workers need specific skills to improve their
efficiency; for managers, they need more management
skills to cope with daily jobs, for business owners
and key decision makers, they may need to improve
their decision making skills. Project management skills,
on the other hand, are essential for all people in the
industry. Training courses should be able to deliver
the range of skills in an integrated way.

• Attention should be paid to the details of trainingdetails of trainingdetails of trainingdetails of trainingdetails of training
designdesigndesigndesigndesign.

• Develop an integrated supply chain approachan integrated supply chain approachan integrated supply chain approachan integrated supply chain approachan integrated supply chain approach to the
infrastructure construction procurement.

• Construction shall seek better relationshipsrelationshipsrelationshipsrelationshipsrelationships withwithwithwithwith cli-cli-cli-cli-cli-
entsentsentsentsents.

• ValueValueValueValueValue-forforforforfor-moneymoneymoneymoneymoney approach shall be adopted in pro-pro-pro-pro-pro-
curementcurementcurementcurementcurement strategies.

6.6 Summary
In summary, most the factors affecting productivity and

possible interventions are related to people and their

skill level, particularly in generic management skills,

project management ability and soft, people skills.   This

is maybe no great surprise as the H&S issue in construc-

tion industry reached the same conclusion years ago

after decades of research.

Much of the problem needs to sit at the feet of the

burdened management and owners of SMEs.  Training

across the SME sector should focus on generic transfer-

able management skills delivered at a site level. The

improvement in the sector, industry, economy at large

and society could be significant if sufficient resource is

committed to a sustained multi-faceted intervention,

including:
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The SME owners should receive support to initiate this

new training and associated initiatives.

New sets of competencies should be developed and train-

ing matched against these requirements. Intensive and

on-line learning should test competency and individual

and company should be rewarded for success.

• Best practice should be shared and extended.

• Apprenticeships to encourage new blood into the
industry should be re-vitalised.

• Local and central government should seek value not
lowest cost.

• There should be transparency in procurement and
on-line advertising of contract progress and prices.

• Pride and quality should take prominence over price
and productivity, the latter will take care of itself.
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Horizontal Infrastructure
Construction Company
Competency Framework

The way of working Productivity Competencies Supervisor Manager Owner
Performance Measurement and improvement Knowledgeable and use of KPI's and benchmarking 1 2 3

Conduct a post-project review and financial appraisal 1 3 2

Implement lessons learnt and new ideas 1 3 3

Health, Safety & Environment Knowledgeable of applicable legislation & statutory approvals 2 3 3

Knowledgeable & contribute to company HS&E policies/procedures 1 3 2

Involvement in plant operations and maintenance 3 2 1

Procurement of materials and contract workings Knowledgeable of basic contract law 1 2 2

Understand the different tendering and selection processes 0 2 2

Understand the benefits of relationships and key suppliers 2 3 3

Understand risks associated with procurement 1 3 3

Strategic approach Understand and contribute to the business objectives 2 3 3

Engage effectively with stakeholders and customers 2 2 3

Identify and rectify supply chain issues 2 3 2

Innovative Identify and appraise new ways of working 2 3 2

Implement trials to assess effectiveness of new ideas 2 2 2

Treat problems as opportunities to learn 2 3 3

Competency Levels for Assessment
Each skill set and competence is assessed at the

following levels:

The way of managing Productivity Competencies Supervisor Manager Owner
Project Management Develop a project execution plan and assess risks 1 3 2

Efficiently & effectively select and allocate resources 1 3 2

Select and prioritise issues on projects and between projects 1 3 3

Assess and engage stakeholders and customers effectively 1 2 3

Planning and work scheduling Identify and draw up a realistic  work plan 1 3 2

Knowledgeable of critical activities, key dates  & contingency plans 1 3 3

Assess progress during projects and identify schedule problems 1 3 2

Assess how resource availability will impact upon time schedule 1 3 2

Cost Estimating Compile a list of quantities & unit prices from drawings for projects 1 3 2

Compare different costed approaches to help make decisions 1 2 3

Articulate and apply the difference between cost, price & profit 1 3 3

Budgeting Develop a budget for the business and monitor through the year 1 3 3

Develop a budget for a project and us to monitor progress 0 2 2

Assess actual costs against budget to measure performance & learn 1 3 2

Quality Management Source, read  and follow key processes and procedures for projects 2 3 2

Knowledgeable of key elements of a QM systems for projects  & SMEs 1 3 3

Develop 'fit for purpose' QM procedures and implement 1 3 1

Communication & Information Management Appreciate importance of the process 'who' requires 'what' and 'when' 1 3 2

Provide effective communication to different people in different ways 1 2 3

Identify the hierarchy of relevant providers of information 2 2 3

Project control Appreciation of project start-up & final documentation requirements 1 3 2

Apply document control procedures and quality control 1 3 2

Report on progress and make interventions to improve 1 3 2

Team management Ability to provide leadership and motivate the team 1 2 3

Create & maintain a positive team culture 1 2 3

Reflect on team dynamics and  development and apply interventions 1 3 2

Coordination Look across the business & projects for synergies and improvements 1 2 3

Sequence tasks on a daily bases for minimum downtime & waste 2 3 1

Share knowledge with suppliers & customers to provide extra value 1 3 2

Human factors Productivity Competencies Supervisor Manager Owner
Leadership Give clear direction and relate to goals 1 2 3

Appropriate delegation and timely decisions 1 2 3

Recognise skills and abilities of others and give constructive feedback 1 2 3

Team Effectiveness Know how to measure effectiveness and make changes to improve 1 2 3

Involve team members in  decisions to achieve & team goals 1 2 2

Agree issues and methods with team  for continuous improvement 1 3 3

Selection & Recruitment Describe the job requirements and person specification 1 3 3

Evaluate different legal ways of attracting potential employees 1 2 3

Use different techniques to evaluate the interviewee for selection 1 2 3

Motivation Effectively observe behaviours at work regards motivation 1 2 3

Reflect on motivation theories & how needs might be satisfied at work 1 2 3

Use rewards and incentives to motivate and seek effectiveness 1 2 3

Diversity Knowledable of the benefits of diversity and pitfalls 1 2 3

Encourage an equal voice and influence in team and project decisions 1 2 2

Make explicit the differences and develop policies to ensure balance 0 2 2

Disciplinary & grievance procedures Be knowledgeable of the main causes of conflict in the business 1 2 3

Develop clear framework for dealing with grievance and record actions 1 2 3

Develop & follow policies for tactful discipline & communicate them 1 2 3

Thinking styles & attitudes Appreciate that people think in different ways 2 3 3

Assess your own and others thinking styles &  how this impacts work 1 2 2

Appreciate  how to manage & influence your thinking & attitudes 1 2 3

Interpersonal Skills Assess how well you perceive other people and vice-a-versa 1 2 3

Listening to and understanding other people 1 2 3

Behaving positively that builds on this understanding 1 3 3

Time management Appreciate the consequences of poor time management 1 2 2

Assess major causes of your lost time and plan ways to minimize 1 3 2

Develop ways to recognise & use difference in important and urgently 1 2 3

Organisational issues Productivity Competencies Supervisor Manager Owner
Learning culture Appreciate that people learn different ways 1 2 3

Assess ways that your own and others learning could impact work 1 2 3

Implement methods to manage & influence your learning culture 1 3 3

Staff availability Knowledgeable of legislation around employee absenteeism & records 1 3 3

Assess causes of staff availability and take tactful mitigation actions 1 2 2

Plan alternative ways of working or substitutes 1 3 2

Small business management Articulate a clear vision & develop supportive behaviours and culture 1 2 3

Develop ability to innovate and adapt to new situations 1 3 3

Be able to develop a business plan and measure performance to it 1 2 3

Managing Growth Realise pitfalls of growth through profitability, people and turnover 1 2 3

Recognise key transitions required & support needed (Fin, HR, IT, Cash) 1 1 3

Assess various exit strategies against personal goals and values 0 0 2
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0 – Not required/not tested

This reflects where a skill listed in the framework is not
relevant.

1 – Awareness

Describes someone who is dependant on others for direction,
is learning the skill and when facing something new or unusual
has to refer to procedures, manuals, other team members etc.,
for guidance. You may only ever need awareness of particular
skills, or may be gaining experience in the skill.

It is important to note that attending training does not
automatically mean that your proficiency level will increase.
Once you have received training you will need to reinforce
what you have learnt by using the skills.

You may stay at this level for some time, training and other
development activities will help, but it is experience of applying
new skills that will develop your proficiency level. As people
learn at different rates, there is no set time limit for your level to
increase.

2 – Competent

Describes someone who can cope with standard
problems/common situations, is competent at day-to-day
application of the skill, and is able to present concepts,
information and solutions.

At this level you can deal with most standard problems and will
only need to refer to an expert for non-standard issues and
problems. You will still be using a variety of development
activities to increase your experience and proficiency level e.g.
reading manuals, white papers etc. and on the job training.
You will still go on training courses and these will probably be
at an advanced level.

You will probably stay at this level for some time.

3 – Experienced

Describes someone who can cope with unusual/non-standard
problems and issues, is aware of alternative options and
approaches to situations, can guide or advise others in this skill
and is able to look ahead and anticipate.

Training alone will not take you to an expert level. It is
experience in the job, as well as using the skill and other
development activities that will develop your proficiency level.

Not only are you capable but confident in applying the skill in
ordinary and unusual situations. Others will seek you out for
advice and you may be involved in coaching/mentoring
activities.
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